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Abstract
Detection of Rename Local Variable Refactoring Instances in Commit History
Mohammad Matin Mansouri
Detecting refactoring instances occurred in successive revisions of software systems can provide
wealthy information for several purposes, e.g., to facilitate the code review process, to devise more
accurate code merging techniques, to help the developers of API clients to ease their adaptation
to API changes, and to enable more accurate empirical studies on the refactoring practice. In the
literature there are several techniques proposed for refactoring detection, supporting a wide variety
of refactoring types. Yet, almost all of them have missed an extensively-applied refactoring type, i.e.,
Rename Local Variable refactoring. In addition, all these techniques rely on similarity thresholds
(which are difficult to tune), or need the systems under analysis to be fully built (which is usually a
daunting task), or depend on specific IDEs (which drastically limits their effectiveness and usability).
In this thesis, we extend the state-of-the-art refactoring detection tool, RefactoringMiner,
by defining necessary rules and extending its core algorithms to tailor it for accurately detecting
Rename Local Variable refactoring instances. We have evaluated the proposed technique on two
large-scale open-source systems, namely dnsjava and Tomcat. Our comparison with REPENT,
the state-of-the-art tool in detecting Rename Local Variable refactoring instances, shows that our
approach is superior in terms of precision and recall. Moreover, to automatically create a reference
corpus of refactoring instances which is required for the evaluation, we have built a fully-automated
infrastructure (called RefBenchmark) that is able to invoke several refactoring detection tools and
find the agreements/disagreements between their results.
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The term refactoring was first coined by Opdyke in his PhD thesis [Opd92], and is defined as “the
process of changing a software system in such a way that it does not alter the external behavior of the
code, yet improves its internal structure [Fow99]”. Refactoring transformations involve renaming,
moving, splitting, and joining program entities (e.g., local variables, fields, methods, classes, and
packages) towards a higher-quality code. It is generally believed that avoiding refactoring incurs
technical debt, which in turn increases the maintenance cost in the long run [BL76]. Several empir-
ical studies have shown that refactoring indeed contributes positively to the improvement of design
quality of software systems [KMPY06, MSAS06, RSG08, CKO10, BCG+10]. A study at Microsoft
revealed that 22% of developers initiate refactorings because of poor readability, and 11% because of
poor maintainability [KZN14]. Moreover, 43% of developers mentioned that they actually perceived
better code readability, and around 30% perceived improved code maintainability after refactor-
ing. According to this study, developers spend about 10% of their time in each month working on
refactoring (roughly 13 hours per month).
There is a long list of different refactoring types. A well-known catalogue of refactorings is
provided by Fowler [Fow99], which includes 72 structural changes for improving code quality. De-
velopers can apply these refactorings on the source code in different situations with different moti-
vations [STV16]. Several studies have tried to come up with techniques for automatically identifying
refactoring opportunities in code [Dal15, BDLMO14]. For example, some approaches find code
smells as the opportunities for applying refactorings. For instance, a well-known code smell is a
Long Method, i.e., a method that fulfills more than one functionality and therefore is overly com-
plicated to understand and maintain. A Long Method code smell can be eliminated by applying
Extract Method refactoring. A recent study, however, showed that code smells are not the main
motivations for applying refactorings [STV16].
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Applying refactoring transformations can be a challenging, error-prone, and time-consuming task.
While developers usually tend to perform refactorings manually [VCN+12, MHPB12, STV16]), most
modern IDEs include automated refactorings as a standard feature to apply these transformations
automatically, and check some preconditions to make sure that the changes are indeed safe to apply.
Murphy-Hill and Black [MHB08] discovered two tactics of applying refactorings. Developers
might apply floss refactoring, where the developer uses refactoring as a means to reach a specific
goal, such as adding a feature or fixing a bug. In this case, refactorings are interleaved with other
changes. On the other hand, in root canal refactoring, the main goal of the developer is to apply
refactorings to improve the quality of the code. Murphy Hill et al. [MHPB12] showed that floss
refactoring is a more common practice.
No matter how or why refactorings are done in the code, it has been shown that refactorings are
indeed a very frequent development activity [XS06a, MHPB12].
The rest of this chapter will explain the motivation, problem statement, and the contribution of
our thesis in details.
1.1 Motivation
Refactoring detection is the process of computing a (likely) set of refactorings that developers applied
on the source code. Typically, refactoring detection tools take as input to successive versions (i.e.,
releases) or revisions (i.e., commits) of the source code, and infer the refactoring operations that
took place in between, by analyzing the changes in the source code. There are several use cases for
refactoring detection:
Change comprehension and code review It is often required that the developers of a software
system understand what refactorings other developers have done to the code, especially during
the code review process. For example, when looking at a textual Diff provided by version con-
trol systems, it is very difficult to distinguish the refactorings from other types of changes (e.g.,
bug fixes or feature additions) [KR11, DBG+15] as refactorings are usually interleaved with
other changes [MHPB12, NVC+12, STV16]. A technique for extracting meaningful refactoring
information from the changes, like ReviewFactor [GSMH14, GSWMH17] or ChangeDis-
tiller [ASK14], can improve code review experience and accuracy. In addition, such a tech-
nique can also help in automatically documenting the applied refactorings, e.g., in the commit
messages, since it has been shown that developers do not tend to list the refactoring operations
they perform on the code in their commit messages [MHPB12].
Code merging Global refactorings (i.e., refactorings that span across the boundaries of a file or
a module) can result in changes in several parts of the code. When using version control
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systems, such global changes can easily lead to merge conflicts when, for example, an entity
is renamed in several places of the code that another developer is also currently working on.
A refactoring-aware version control system like MolhadoRef [DMJN08] on the other hand,
can avoid such merge conflicts, by automatically detecting the refactorings and resolving the
conflicts occurring because of them.
Client adaptation A library can undergo several refactorings, some of which might break its
public API, currently used by several clients. Indeed, a previous study showed that more
than 80% of the breaking changes to the APIs are because of refactorings [DJ06]. As a result,
a technique for detecting these changes and reporting it to the clients would be needed. For
example, RefactoringCrawler [DCMJ06] was introduced with this goal in mind. As a step
further, refactoring detection tools have been used in automated techniques for client library
adaptation [HD05, BTF05, DCMJ06, XS07].
Code completion Since the automated refactoring tools are underused [VCN+12, MHPB12, STV16],
an approach that can detect an incomplete refactoring in the IDE can suggest to the developer
to automatically complete a refactoring operation in progress [GDMH12, FGL12].
Improving the identification of bug-introducing changes Recent studies have shown that refac-
torings, such as file/directory renaming, parameter reordering, and variable/parameter re-
naming, affect significantly the accuracy of algorithms used for identifying bug-introducing
changes [DRW14, dCMS+16], since this kind of semantically equivalent changes can be misin-
terpreted as changes introducing a bug. The SZZ algorithm designed by Śliwerski et al. [SZZ05]
and subsequent improved versions [KZPW06, WS08], which have been used in a large number
of empirical studies, can use refactoring detection tools to avoid flagging changes that do not
change system behavior (i.e., refactorings) as bug-introducing.
Improving software traceability Recent studies have shown that refactorings removing redun-
dant information, such as the Extract Method refactoring used for eliminating duplicated code
(also known as software clones), affect negatively the performance of automated tracing tools
based on information retrieval [MN13, MN14], because code clones actually serve a positive
purpose for traceability link recovery. As a result, tracing tools can use refactoring detection
tools to recover broken traceability links due to applied Extract or Pull Up Method refactorings
in the history of a project.
Empirical stduies Refactoring detection tools have been used in several empirical studies. For in-
stance, Weißgerber and Diehl [WD06a] used RefVis [GW05] to investigate the error-proneness
of refactorings. Kim et al. [KCK11] used theMK refactoring reconstruction technique [KNG07]
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to investigate the effect of refactoring on bug fixing. Rachatasumrit and Kim [RK12] used Ref-
Finder [PRSK10, KGLR10] to investigate the impact of refactoring on regression testing.
Bavota et al. [BCL+12] used Ref-Finder to investigate to what extent refactoring activities
induce faults. Bavota et al. [BLP+15] used Ref-Finder to investigate whether refactoring
activities occur on code components having poor quality metrics or being affected by code
smells. More recently, Palomba et al. [PZODL17] used Ref-Finder to investigate the rela-
tionship between different types of code changes (i.e., bug fix, feature addition, and general
maintenance) and refactorings. The accuracy of the employed refactoring detection tools is a
critical factor affecting the conclusions of these studies. Missing refactorings (false negatives)
is a serious threat to the generalizability of empirical studies. Detecting incorrect refactorings
(false positives) is even more severe, as it makes the conclusions of the empirical study wrong.
For all the aforementioned use cases, it becomes clear that there is a great need for refactoring
detection tools having high accuracy, being able to operate at different levels of change granularity
(i.e., commit and release level), and being able to scale enough to analyze a large number of commits
over a short period of time (i.e., for the use case of extracting refactoring operations from the entire
commit history of a project).
1.2 Problem Statement
While refactoring detection has been a very active line of research [DDN00, APM04, GW05, GZ05,
WD06b, DCMJ06, XS06b, PRSK10, KGLR10, FGL12, GDMH12, NCV+13, SV17, GSWMH17],
as we will see in Section 2, almost all of the proposed techniques in the literature are not able to
detect instances of Rename Local Variable refactoring. Moreover, the few techniques that are able to
identify the instances of Rename Local Variable refactoring have several limitations that negatively
affect their precision (i.e., what portion of the identified instances are correct) and recall (i.e., what
portion of all real Rename Local Variable refactoring instances occurring in the code are correctly
identified). For example, REPENT [AEP+14], which is the state-of-the-art tool in detecting Rename
Local Variable instances, relies on textual Diff to map lines across the two revisions of the code.
The mapped lines are used as input to identify Rename Local Variable refactoring instances. This
can cause several problems, particularly when the changes are more radical. The textual Diff in
these cases can easily map lines that do not contain renamed variables. Figure 1 demonstrates such
a scenario where drastic changes in the location of the source code leads to report an incorrect
instance of Rename Local Variable refactoring by REPENT.
In this example, REPENT reports that the local variable lastModifiedValue in method
getLastModified() has been renamed to creationDateValue in method getCreationDate().
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public Date getCreationDate() {
   ...
   if (creationDate.get() instanceof Date) {
       ...
   } else {
       String creationDateValue = creationDate.get().toString();
       ...
       result = formats[i].parse(creationDateValue);
       ...
   }
   ...
}
...
public Date getLastModified() {
   ...
   if (lastModified.get() instanceof Date) {
       ...
   } else {
        String lastModifiedValue = lastModified.get().toString();
        ...
        result = formats[i].parse(lastModifiedValue);
        ...
   }
   ...
}
...
public long getContentLength() {
   ...
   ...
}
public long getCreation() {
    ...
    ...
}
public void setCreation(long creation) {
    ...
    ...
}
...
public Date getCreationDate() {
    ...
    if (creationDate.get() instanceof Date) {
        ...
    } else {
        String creationDateValue = creationDate.get().toString();
        ...
        result = formats[i].parse(creationDateValue);
        ...
    }
    ...
}
...
public Date getLastModified() {
    ...
    if (lastModified.get() instanceof Date) {
        ...
    } else {
         String lastModifiedDateValue = value.toString();
         ...
         result = formats[i].parse(lastModifiedDateValue);
        ...
    }
    ...
}
Figure 1: Drastic relocation of statements leads to a False Positive in REPENT
As it is observed, the method getLastModified() still exists in the target revision, and the lo-
cal variable lastModifiedValue defined in the old revision of this method has been renamed to
lastModifiedDateValue in the new revision. Similarly, the method creationDateValue() still
exists in the new revision of the code, but notice that the local variable creationDateValue has
not been renamed. It is clear that REPENT incorrectly detects this Rename Local Variable refac-
toring instance because it uses textual Diff for finding the renaming candidates, since the textual
Diff does not know about the structure of the code and incorrectly maps the lines containing the
lastModifiedValue and creationDateValue local variables solely based on textual similarity.
In addition to such limitations, to the best of our knowledge, none of the proposed techniques is
accompanied by an implemented tool. In Section 2, we will discuss the disadvantages of each of the
proposed techniques for detecting Rename Local Variable refactoring instances in more depth.
It has been shown that rename refactorings are the most applied refactorings by software de-
velopers [MHPB12], and particularly, Rename Local Variable is the second most applied rename
refactoring, after Rename Method refactoring [AEP+14]. We argue that detecting Rename Local
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Variable refactoring instances is as important as identifying other types of refactorings in the his-
tory of software systems, and that’s why we are particularly interested in devising a technique for
it. Many of the aforementioned reasons for detecting other types of refactorings hold for Rename
Local Variable refactoring, e.g., improving change comprehension, improving merging techniques,
improving bug-inducing commits analysis, and improving the validity of empirical studies. In gen-
eral, research has paid special attention to rename refactorings to improve the accuracy of Diff and
merge algorithms [LAK+17]. Also, as we will see in Chapter 2, there are several works in the litera-
ture that aimed at studying rename refactorings [KR11, AEP+14], yet since no tool was available to
detect the instances of Rename Local Variable, the authors had to build their own rename detection
approaches. We will compare our technique with one of these tools in Chapter 4.
1.3 Contributions
Particularly, this thesis makes the following contributions:
• We aim at complementing the current research in refactoring construction by improving
the state-of-the-art refactoring detection technique, namely RefactoringMiner [STV16,
TME+18] to support the detection of Rename Local Variable refactorings. Refactoring-
Miner has been successfully used in previous research [STV16], and due to its superior ap-
proach in refactoring construction (compared to the existing techniques) it will be certainly
used in more future studies. As a result, improving it by supporting more refactoring types will
have a great impact. We discuss in depth the reasons we decided to build our algorithm upon
RefactoringMiner in Chapter 3. We have improved the core statement matching algorithm
of RefactoringMiner, and introduced the necessary rules applied by a post-processing al-
gorithm into RefactoringMiner for detecting Rename Local Variable refactoring instances.
• In order to automate the comparison of the results of one refactoring detection tool to other ex-
isting tools, we have designed a comprehensive accuracy computation tool based on refactoring
detection tool agreement. This tool is able to read the results of multiple refactoring detection
tools, build a unified model of the detected refactorings, compare the results of those tools
using the populated models, and construct a reference corpus of refactorings (i.e., a dataset
of refactoring instances that we are certain they have occurred in the commit history of one
or more repositories), and report the accuracy of the tools against the constructed reference
corpus. The resulting reference corpus can be easily used by other researchers. In addition
to Rename Local Variable refactoring, this tool models a wide variety of other refactoring
types. It is possible to extend this tool to support more detection tools and more refactoring
types. This tool has been successfully used in other research works [TME+18] for comparing
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the precision and recall of competitive refactoring detectors. More details about this tool are
given in Chapter 5.
• We make available the most complete reference corpus for the Rename Local Variable refac-
torings to date. All these refactorings have been manually investigated by the author of this
thesis and an independent researcher.
1.4 Thesis Organization
There have been many approaches introduced in the literature for refactoring construction, and we
discuss the most important contributions that we are aware of in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 is dedicated
to explaining how RefactoringMiner works and how the proposed approach fits into it, including
our improvements on the RefactoringMiner’s statement matching algorithm, the proposed rules,
and the introduced post-processing algorithm for detecting instances of the Rename Local Variable
refactoring. In Chapter 4, we present the accuracy of RefactoringMiner and compare it with
the state-of-the-art tool in detecting rename refactorings, namely REPENT, and discuss about the
results of the comparison. In Chapter 5, we provide details about our accuracy computation tool that
we call RefBenchmark, which we used to compare the results of our approach with REPENT.




There are various approaches for identifying refactoring operations in the source code. Some ap-
proaches perform live refactoring detection by analyzing the edits a developer is performing on the
source code while working in the IDE (Section 2.1). Other approaches perform post-mortem refac-
toring detection by analyzing the changes that end up in the repository after a commit (Section 2.2).
Finally, we present approaches specialized in identifying Rename Local Variable refactorings, and
compare them with our proposed solution (Section 2.3).
2.1 Refactoring Detection in the IDE
The proposed technique in this thesis focuses on identifying the instances of rename local variable
refactorings by analyzing the source code history of software systems. However, any type of refac-
toring can be also detected by monitoring changes performed on the code within the IDE. This
allows live detection of the refactorings. It is important to study these approaches to understand
the advantages that they can provide and their limitations, and to compare the techniques used in
inferring the refactorings with our approach.
In general, there are two categories of tools that identify refactorings in the IDE. The first
category includes tools that identify complete refactorings, while the second category includes the
techniques that identify incomplete refactorings (i.e., the refactorings that are just initiated by the
developer), and then suggest to the developer to automatically complete the refactoring. In the
following subsections, we present these techniques in more detail.
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2.1.1 Identifying Complete Refactorings in IDE
Negara et al. extendCodingTracker [NVC+12], a tool that translates fine-grained code edits (e.g.,
typing characters) to AST node operations, i.e., add, delete, and update AST nodes, to aggregate
a sequence of these operations to infer high-level changes, and then refactorings [NCV+13]. The
tool supports identification of the following refactorings: Encapsulate Field, Rename Class, Rename
Field, Rename Method, Convert Local Variable to Field, Extract Constant, Extract Method, Extract
Local Variable, Inline Local Variable, and Rename Local Variable. The tool was used to study
whether refactorings end up in the version control systems, or whether developers use automated
tools for applying refactorings.
Ge and Murphy-Hill proposed GhostFactor [GMH14], which identifies manually-performed
refactorings in the IDE and checks them against preconditions to make sure that the behavior of
the code remains the same after applying the refactorings. GhostFactor listens to the events in
the IDE and saves snapshots of the edited files. The approach compares the latest snapshot with
a given number of previous snapshots and parses them to their ASTs. GhostFactor can be fed
with different refactoring detection approaches that work with the ASTs. The authors provide their
own algorithms for detecting three kinds of manual refactorings, namely Extract Method, Change
Method Signature, and Inline Method. The algorithms look merely at the changes in the ASTs, and
uses thresholds to detect similar entities involved in the refactorings.
Ge at al. introduced ReviewFactor [GSWMH17], a tool that allows code reviewers to distin-
guish refactorings and other changes in the code. ReviewFactor first mines IDE logs for detecting
automated refactorings that have occurred on older versions of the code. Then, it replays those
refactorings on the version of the code before the code review, to create an intermediate version of
the code. Then, ReviewFactor compares this intermediate version with the version under code
review to find manual refactorings done on the code. ReviewFactor extends GhostFactor by
adding software entity mapping, a technique for detecting added/removed/changed entities across
the two versions of the code. The mapped entities between the two versions are the ones that have
the same entity type (for example, they are both class declarations) and their respective parents are
a pair of mapped entities.
After mapping the elements across the two versions, ReviewFactor builds a mapping tree
where pairs of mapped entities are nodes, which are hierarchically organized to reflect the parent-
child relationship of the entities in the original source code. These mapping trees are then compared
to subtrees that model refactorings to detect refactoring candidates. The approach then computes
the ratio of the text distance and the average length of the entities’ underlying source code in the
refactoring candidates. This indicates that the changed software entities in a subtree that models
a refactoring instance are cohesively related. If the computed ratio is lower than a threshold, the
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changed entities are reported as a refactoring. ReviewFactor supports five refactoring types:
Rename Type, Rename Method, Move Method, Extract Method and Inline Method.
2.1.2 Automated Refactoring Completion in the IDE
BeneFactor [GDMH12] “automatically detects an ongoing manual refactoring [within the IDE],
reminds the developers that automatic refactoring is available, and can finish the manual refactoring
after the developer’s explicit invocation, without requiring her to undo any code changes”. The
authors conducted a formative study and observed how developers refactor code in a lab setting.
They discovered different patterns or workflows for some refactoring types. BeneFactor detects
refactorings by monitoring changes in the IDE, after certain events (e.g., save), and compares the
sequence of events with the discovered workflows. The more the sequence of the changes is similar
to a refactoring workflow, the higher the confidence of the sequence of changes to be actually a
refactoring. When this confidence is higher than a pre-selected threshold, BeneFactor tells the
developer that the change might be a refactoring and suggests to complete it. BeneFactor supports
the following types of refactoring: Rename Field, Extract Method, Extract Constant, Extract Local
Variable,Inline Local Variable, Introduce Parameter, Change Method Signature, and Pull Up Field.
Similarly, WitchDoctor [FGL12] tries to identify the sequence of changes that can lead to
a refactoring and suggest auto-completion for them. The approach first monitors the events in
the IDE, including low level keystrokes, and matches a sequence of these events to an AST node
operation (for example, a sequence of code changes is translated to insertion of a method invocation
in the AST). WitchDoctor avoids using an AST diff approach since, during code development,
in many situations the code is not parsable until the developer finishes the changes. The approach
then uses a pattern matching algorithm to find patterns in the AST node operations, to detect
possible refactorings. The refactorings are defined using a declarative specification, similar to Ref-
Finder [PRSK10, KGLR10] (discussed in Section 2.2). When a matching pattern is found, and
the pattern contains enough information for a refactoring to be done, WitchDoctor suggests to
the developer to complete the refactoring. If the developer chooses to complete the refactoring,
WitchDoctor rolls back the changes manually done by the developer leading to a refactoring,
and invokes the IDEs refactoring engine to complete the refactoring. The supported refactorings are
Rename Local Variable, Rename Field, Rename Class, Rename Method, Extract Local Variable, and
Extract Method.
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2.2 Refactoring Construction From the Change History
2.2.1 Demeyer et al. [DDN00]
Demeyer et al. [DDN00] intention behind refactoring detection was to help reverse engineers to un-
derstand how and why software has evolved. Their approach uses four heuristics based on changes
in metrics (e.g., method size, class size, and inheritance) for finding refactorings across different
versions of the software. The approach calculates the values for these metrics for the modified parts
of the source and target revisions and assesses the difference between the computed values. The ap-
proach is able to find four classes of refactorings, namely Split into Superclass/Merge with Superclass,
Split into Subclass/Merge with Subclass, Move [functionality] to Other Class (Superclass, Subclass
or Sibling Class), and Split Method/Factor Out Common Functionality. The authors evaluate their
approach against three software systems (namely, Visualworks, HotDraw, and Refactoring Browser
which are developed in Smalltalk), and show it is capable of detecting refactoring instances, and
discuss the false positives that are found.
In contrast to our approach, Demeyer et al. [DDN00] only use metrics to find refactoring instances,
therefore, this approach needs to specify thresholds. Metrics are not always good representatives
for complex changes in the source code. For example, if the same number of classes are added
and removed across two revisions, the metric-based approach can fail in correctly determining the
change, and thus, it can miss some of the refactorings, while our AST-based approach can detect
them. In addition, the authors mention that their approach can fail in the presence of rename
refactorings [DDN00], while our technique is immune to this problem.
2.2.2 Van Rysselberghe and Demeyer [RD03]
Van Rysselberghe and Demeyer [RD03] argue that we can improve the approaches of building soft-
ware by studying the evolution of successful software systems. Having this in mind, the authors
study the move method refactoring on the history of a large system, namely Tomcat. The authors
use clone detection to identify the methods which are moved across different revisions of the system.
The proposed approach can only find one type of refactoring. Moreover, the accuracy of the
proposed approach depends on the accuracy of the employed clone detection technique. All clone
detectors have several configuration options, e.g., the percentage of similarity that two clone pairs
should have to be reported as clones, which is defined as a threshold. This makes the entire approach
threshold-based.
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2.2.3 Antoniol et al. [APM04]
Antoniol et al. [APM04] propose an approach, inspired from Information Retrieval techniques, to
detect changes in the classes across versions of a system, e.g., when a class is replaced with another
one, or when it was split into two classes, or when two classes were merged into one. Inspired from
the Vector Space Model in information retrieval, the authors represent classes in two revisions of
the code as vectors of the TF-IDF weights of the identifiers appearing in the classes. The similarity
between the classes is calculated using the cosine similarity of the vectors corresponding to the
classes, and it is used for identifying class-level changes. For example, if a class A is split into two
classes A’ and B, the vectors A and A’ + B should be similar, i.e., the cosine of the angle between
them should be greater than a threshold. The approach was validated against 40 releases of an
open-source project, namely dnsjava.
2.2.4 Godfrey and Zou [GZ05]
Godfrey and Zou [GZ05] use origin analysis for detecting split and merge transformations between
two revisions of source code, at the function and file levels. To detect these changes, the approach
first analyzes functions and extracts their attributes (e.g., LOC, the number of variables, etc.) and
relationships (callers and callees of each function) in both revisions. The approach then finds similar
entities in the two versions to detect split/merge transformations based on the extracted attributes
and relationships. The authors use a linear ranking mechanism and the user can examine the best
entity matches. Finally, by conducting a study on PostgreSQL, the authors show that the presented
approach can detect files and functions split/merge activities throughout the history of the software.
In this case study, the found merge transformations including Full and Partial Clone Elimination,
Service Consolidation (i.e., when two or more functions that perform different services but called at
the same time by the same clients are merged into a new, larger function), and Parameterization (i.e.,
when two similar functions are combined into a new function by adding a parameter to distinguish
different functionalities). In addition, the split transformation which was found in the case study
was a Pipeline Expansion (i.e., when a function is broken down into two, each of which accepting
the same input as the original method and generating part of the output that it used to generate).
Although our work is similar to this study in the sense that both aim at finding refactorings
by analyzing source code repositories, the proposed approach by Godfrey and Zou is completely
different from ours. The authors use code attributes and metrics to find refactoring instances while
we employ an AST-based approach. Moreover, our approach does not need any human intervention
in the detection process.
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2.2.5 Weißgerber and Diehl [WD06b]
Weißgerber and Diehl [WD06b] proposed a technique where refactoring activities are found by
first identifying candidates whose pairs of code elements, like classes and methods, have similar
signatures. Then, for each refactoring candidate, the approach uses a clone detection tool, namely
CCFinder [KKI02], to compare the bodies of the code elements.
The authors manually inspected the commit messages of two open-source projects to find docu-
mented refactorings to compute the recall, and used random sampling to estimate the precision of
their approach. Their technique is able to detect the following refactorings: Rename Method, Hide
or Unhide Method (which happens when the visibility of a method within a class has become more
or less restrictive), Add or Remove Parameter, Move Class, Move Interface, Move Field, Rename
Class, and Move Method.
As mentioned, using a clone detector in a technique means that the approach is threshold-based,
and will be sensitive to the configurations of the used clone detector. Moreover, it has been shown
that using commit logs for identifying refactorings is not reliable, since developers usually do not
mention refactoring activities in commit log messages [MHPB12]. As a result, there could be many
refactorings that are missed due to the use of commit logs for constructing the ground truth (i.e.,
the actual refactorings that occurred in the source code).
2.2.6 Xing and Stroulia [XS06b]
Xing and Stroulia [XS06b] argue that finding refactorings in the history of the code is the best way
to understand the software design rationale. They introduce an approach (developed in a tool called
JDEvAn [XS08]) to detect refactorings based on the UMLDiff algorithm [XS05]. The tool first
extracts facts from the source code and creates a structural model of the system and stores then in
a PostgreSQL database. Then, UMLDiff is used to analyze the extracted facts from two versions
of a system to detect the differences. UMLDiff uses similarity thresholds for mapping entities from
one revision to another to detect the entities that are moved, renamed, added, removed, or remained
unchanged in the system. These differences are also stored in the database, and are queried to detect
the refactoring instances.
The authors conducted two case studies on HTMLUnit and JFreeChart. The results show that
JDEvAn finds all the documented refactorings. The identified refactorings are Convert Top-Level
Type to Inner, Move Subsystem/Package/Class, Pull-Up Method/Field/Behavior/Constructor Body,
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Push-Down Method/Field/Behavior, Move Method/Field/Behavior, Rename Subsystem/Package/-
Class/Method/Field Add/Remove Parameter, Information Hiding, Generalize/Downcast Type, Ex-
tract/Inline Subsystem/Package/Class/Subclass/Superclass/Method, Extract Interface, Form Tem-
plate Method, Replace Inheritance with Delegation and the reverse, Die-hard and Legacy Classes,
Convert Anonymous Class to Inner, Introduce Factory Method, Introduce Parameter Object, Encap-
sulate Field, and Preserve Whole Object.
While we use a similar approach in modeling the revisions of software systems, our detection
approach is different from JDEvAn. JDEvAn uses UMLDiff, and UMLDiff is threshold-based,
but we avoid any threshold in our technique. Also, UMLDiff is known to have problems in detecting
move or rename method changes [XS06b].
2.2.7 RefactoringCrawler (Dig et al. [DCMJ06])
Dig et al. [DCMJ06] proposed RefactoringCrawler for detecting refactoring instances in the
code, with the goal of identifying changes in the components’ interfaces. The authors argue that by
detecting the applied refactorings in the component’s source code, we can automatically update the
clients which depend on the component to comply with the new interface. The detection process
consists of two major phases, namely syntactic and semantic analysis.
In the syntactic analysis phase, RefactoringCrawler parses the source code into a lightweight
AST, where the parsing stops at the declaration of methods and fields in classes. Then the approach
builds a tree, in which the nodes represent source-level entities (e.g., packages, classes, methods,
and fields). Nodes are arranged hierarchically in the tree based on their fully qualified names (e.g.,
package.Class is a child of the node package). The nodes are later connected using the references
between the entities, converting the tree to a graph.
Next, inspired from Information Retrieval techniques, Shingle Encoding [Bro97] is used to find
refactoring candidates based on the entities’ similarity in the graph. Shingles are “fingerprints”
for strings (e.g., method bodies) and enable the detection of similar code fragments much more
robustly than the traditional string matching techniques that are not immune to small deviations
like renamings or minor edits.
Then, for each candidate pair of the matched entities, the semantic analysis detects those pairs
that are refactored using seven strategies that are based on the similarity of references in the graph
(e.g., method calls, imported packages, and method parameter(s)).
The evaluation of this approach shows that it can find more than 85% of the applied refactorings
on real-world components. RefactoringCrawler is able to detect the instances of seven refactor-
ing types, namely Rename Package, Rename Class, Rename Method, Pull-Up Method, Push-Down
Method, Move Method, and Change Method Signature.
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Similar to our approach, RefactoringCrawler uses an AST-based approach for analyzing the
source code; however, it only identifies refactorings which can change the way a component can be
accessed (i.e., public API changes). Moreover, using Shingles might lead to miss some refactorings, as
the similarity measure needs a threshold. This is also the same for the similarity calculated between
the entity references in the semantic analysis. In addition, RefactoringCrawler needs the project
revisions to be built for the analysis. In practice, this is a challenging task, given that usually only
a small portion of the change history of software systems can be successfully compiled [TPB+17].
The precision of RefactoringCrawler was calculated by manually looking at the reported
refactorings. To compute the recall of RefactoringCrawler, the authors manually investigated
the release notes of three projects to discover the actual refactorings that occurred in the source
code, and see whether their approach is able to find them. However, this might lead to an incomplete
reference corpus. It has been shown that only 21% of the release notes contain information about
the refactorings, and they are usually general statements specifying the refactored components, and
do not mention the types of refactoring performed [MBP+17].
2.2.8 RefacLib (Taneja et al. [TDX07])
One of the issues of RefactoringCrawler is that the approach relies on the references between the
entities in the source code, e.g., method calls. In an API, there could be a large number of methods
that are not called by other methods within the same system, since they are public interfaces for the
API that are supposed to be used by the API clients. As a result, RefactoringCrawler cannot
detect refactorings that occurred for these methods.
To solve this problem, Taneja et al. [TDX07] proposed RefacLib, which improves Refactor-
ingCrawler by using a heuristic-based analysis, replacing the semantic analysis done by Refac-
toringCrawler. RefacLib gathers facts from the source code and Javadoc comments, and com-
putes similarity measures to assign an overall score that reflects the likelihood of a candidate to be
a refactoring. As an example of a heuristic, RefacLib looks at the names of the two potentially
matching entities, by breaking down them to their subparts (e.g., performUpdates to perform and
Updates), and assigning a similarity score between the two sets of subparts. The score is computed
based on different measures that reflect, for example, whether there is a complete match between
the subparts, or between the synonyms of the subparts.
RefacLib supports the following refactorings: Change Method Signature, Rename Class, Push
Down Method, Rename Package, Rename Method, Pull-Up Method, and Move Method. By running
RefacLib on the same subject systems that RefactoringCrawler was evaluated with, it was
observed that RefacLib performs generally better than RefactoringCrawler. However, both
approaches suffer from the fact that there is a need for defining thresholds.
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2.2.9 ChangeDistiller (Fluri et al. [FWPG07])
Fluri et al. propose ChangeDistiller to identify changes across different versions of the source
code. ChangeDistiller augments a tree differencing algorithm, proposed by Chawathe et al. [CRGMW96],
to adapt it to the changes that can take place in the source code ASTs. To match two leaf nodes of
two ASTs, ChangeDistiller uses bi-gram similarity between the source code corresponding to the
leaf nodes. Two leaf nodes are matched if this similarity is greater than a threshold. For the inner
nodes, ChangeDistiller computes the number of matched leaves in the subtrees rooted under
each inner node, normalized by the maximum number of leaves in these subtrees. If this ratio is
greater than a threshold, the inner nodes are marked as matched.
The output of this step is a set of basic tree edit operations (e.g., added/removed/moved/updated
nodes) which are stored in a database. ChangeDistiller has a taxonomy of more abstract source
code changes based on these basic edit operations [FG06], which are extracted by querying the
database.
The authors used three open-source projects to examine the accuracy of ChangeDistiller
in correctly identifying source code changes. They fed ChangeDistiller with the source code
of these projects from different revisions, having configured ChangeDistiller with the original
configuration. A subset of the results was selected and two users looked at them independently to
manually classify the changes in them.
ChangeDistiller is able to detect several types of changes in the code (e.g., when the parent
of a statement is changed), but it can also identify some simpler refactorings, e.g., Rename Method,
Rename Parameter, and Return Type Change. However, it cannot detect the instances of Rename
Local Variable, and it still needs to be configured using thresholds.
2.2.10 Ref-Finder (Prete et al. [PRSK10, KGLR10])
Prete et al. [PRSK10, KGLR10] introduced Ref-Finder to overcome the limitations of previous
approaches in detecting refactorings in the history of software systems. Ref-Finder is able to detect
atomic and complex refactorings. Refactorings like move method or move attribute are atomic, while
complex refactorings are the ones that consist of atomic refactorings. Ref-Finder supports most
of the refactorings (63 of 72) introduced by Fowler [Fow99]. The complete list of refactorings and
their corresponding detection rules is given in a technical report [PRK10]. Among these refactorings,
Rename Local Variable is missing.
Ref-Finder models the versions of the software as logic predicates that represent code entities,
their containment relationships, and structural dependencies. Refactorings are encoded as logic rules.
For some rules, the similarity between two methods is needed, which is defined using a threshold.
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Querying this model can reveal refactorings that occurred across the two versions of the system.
To evaluate Ref-Finder, the authors run it on the examples of the Fowler’s refactoring book,
and two software systems. To find the correct refactorings, the authors run Ref-Finder with a low
threshold and manually validated the reported refactorings. The authors then run Ref-Finder with
a higher threshold and compare the two sets of refactorings to compute the recall. The precision is
calculated by manually validating a random set of reported refactorings.
The authors report that Ref-Finder has a high precision and recall (74% and 96%, respec-
tively). However, later studies have reported a much lower accuracy for Ref-Finder (precision of
27% [KHFG16] and 35% [SGMHJ13], recall of 24% [SGMHJ13]). This could be explained by the
fact that the reference corpus used for evaluating the performance of Ref-Finder was created using
the tool itself (with a lower threshold). The tool may miss cases if the used algorithm has problems,
and as a result the reference corpus will not be complete.
Another major limitation of this approach is due to the definition of the logic rules. Some of the
rules are too general and therefore might introduce several false positives. Moreover, Ref-Finder
needs the versions of the systems under analysis to be built, and this is not practical due to the
small portion of the commits that can be built [TPB+17].
2.2.11 RefDiff (Silva and Valente [SV17])
Silva and Valente [SV17] proposed RefDiff, which uses heuristics based on static analysis and code
similarity to detect 13 refactoring types on consecutive revisions of the code. These refactoring types
include Rename Type, Move Type, Extract Superclass, Rename Method, Pull-Up Method, Push-Down
Method, Move Method, Extract Method, Inline Method, Pull-Up Field, Push-Down Field, and Move
Field.
First, RefDiff parses the revisions of the project analysis to generate higher level models from
them, which capture the information about the source code entities. The entities of interest are
types, methods, and fields. Then, RefDiff tries to find relationships between the entities of the
two revisions (e.g., whether two types or methods are the same). Some of the relationships need the
involved entities to be similar to a certain percentage (in other words, more than a certain threshold).
RefDiff represents a source code fragment as a bag of tokens, and computes the similarity of the
code entities using a variation of the TF-IDF weighting scheme (similar to the Antoniol et al.’s
approach [APM04], while Antoniol treats identifiers in classes as “words”, here tokens are treated as
words).
To determine the similarity threshold values, and to achieve the best compromise between the
precision and recall, the authors applied a calibration process on a randomly-selected set of ten
commits from ten different open-source projects, for which the applied refactorings are known and
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have been confirmed by the project developers themselves [STV16]. The authors evaluated the
accuracy of their tool using a reference corpus of seeded refactorings applied by graduate students
in 20 open-source projects.
Similar to RefDiff, our approach also relies on detecting differences in the entities before and
after refactoring, by creating an abstract model of the system. However, we do not rely on any
similarity threshold for detecting the instances of Rename Local Variable refactoring (or any other
type of refactoring).
2.3 Rename Local Variable Refactoring
As discussed in the introduction of this thesis, detecting the instances of Rename Local Variable
refactoring has several applications. However, from the mentioned techniques for detecting refac-
toring operations in the history of software systems, only WitchDoctor [FGL12] and Negara et
al.’s approach [NCV+13] (which is based on CodingTracker [NVC+12]) support detecting the
instances of Rename Local Variable refactoring. Unfortunately, both these techniques detect refac-
torings within the IDE, and not using the change history of software systems.
However, there are other works in the literature where a technique for identifying the instances
of renaming in identifiers in general, and Rename Local Variable refactorings in particular, from the
history of systems was required as a means to study different phenomena (e.g., merging in version
control systems, or empirical studies on how developers rename code entities). Here, we briefly
discuss these works.
2.3.1 renaming detector (Malpohl et al. [MHT00, MHT03])
Malpohl et al. [MHT00]) proposed one of the first approaches for detecting renamed identifiers in
the source code to facilitate the merging of files in version control systems. The approach, called
renaming detector, first parses the input files to ASTs. The def-uses of the identifiers is then
detected by employing Symbol Analysis, similar to what a compiler does when generating symbol
tables. The approach then identifies sequences of tokens in the old version of the system that map to a
sequence of tokens in the new version. Then, the approach compares the identifiers in the two versions
by comparing the token sequences around the identifier definitions. Three kinds of similarities are
considered, “declaration similarity” (i.e., whether the tokens surrounding an identifier in a variable
declaration or method signature match in the two versions), “implementation similarity” (i.e., how
much the sequence of tokens in the bodies of two methods are similar), and “reference similarity” (i..e,
whether the token sequences around the uses – or references – of an identifier are similar). Finally,
the approach uses an expert system to weight the relevance of each similarity for each possible pair
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of identifiers to find the pairs that correspond to one another. The authors, however, do not provide
information on how the rules of the expert system are defined, but it appears that the expert system
uses thresholds on the three mentioned similarity measures to decide about whether a paired match
is actually a rename or not.
2.3.2 DiffCat (Kawrykow and Robillard [KR11])
Kawrykow and Robillard [KR11] argue that while change-based differencing approaches can provide
much more useful information in comparison to text-based methods, there is still room to improve
change-based approaches. The authors discuss non-essential changes, i.e., minor code changes which
can affect the accuracy of the existing change-based differencing approaches. For example, the
authors consider Rename-Induced Modifications as non-essential changes, e.g., the renamings applied
on method invocations due to renaming the invoked method. Other non-essential changes include
Trivial Type Updates, Local Variable Extractions, Trivial Keyword Modifications, Whitespace and
Documentation-Related Updates, and Local Variable Renames. Such changes decrease the accuracy
of the change-based differencing approaches.
To help in alleviating the effect of non-essential approaches in differencing approaches, Kawrykow
and Robillard introduce DiffCat to detect non-essential changes in the repository of a software
system. DiffCat uses the infrastructure provided by SemDiff [BR09] (a change analysis tool for
studying framework evolution) to get a set of files changed in two software revisions. DiffCat uses a
Partial Program Analyzer to resolve the type bindings of the expressions in the ASTs of the changed
files. It then uses ChangeDistiller [FWPG07] to identify structural changes across the ASTs and
augments the identified changes with various methods. For example, ChangeDistiller does not
identify all the instances of the rename field refactoring, particularly when the textual similarity
between the fields after refactoring is not high, and DiffCat attempts to improve this by iterating
over all the reported insert-delete pairs in each class and checking whether all the references to a field
are consistently replaced with the renamed identifier. The authors, unfortunately, do not explain
how exactly DiffCat detects the instances of the Rename Local Variable refactoring in this step.
After detecting the renamed identifiers, DiffCat rolls them back (i.e., it replaces them with the
original names), with the intuition that renames affect the detection of other non-essential changes.
DiffCat finally runs ChangeDistiller again on the rolled-back version to find non-essential
changes.
The authors conducted an empirical study on seven open source systems and showed that between
2.8% and 22.9% of the changed lines contain non-essential changes, and most of the non-essential
differences were induced by rename refactorings or trivial updates involving this keyword.
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2.3.3 REPENT (Arnaoudova et al. [AEP+14])
Arnaoudova et al. [AEP+14] argue that identifier renaming can improve the understandability of the
source code, and therefore, they conduct a survey on identifier renaming. The authors ask various
questions regarding renaming identifiers from 71 developers, out of which some were the developers
of five Java software systems. The study finds that:
1. 39% of the developers perform renaming activities at least few times a week.
2. Developers rename identifiers along with other development activities such as changing the
functionality, performing other refactoring, and adding new functionality.
3. 35% of the developers believe that renaming has a cost and requires time and effort. Also, 32%
of the participants consider that the renaming is a costly activity depending on a particular
case.
4. Developers postpone the renaming activity due to different reasons (e.g, its potential impact
on other systems or the possibility of introducing bugs).
Based on the results of this study and the fact that a small percentage of identifier renamings
are documented, the authors propose an approach, namely REPENT, to identify the instances of
identifier renaming across the revisions of a software system. REPENT automatically classifies the
detected renaming based on a taxonomy that comprises four dimensions:
Entity kinds what entity is being renamed, e.g., a type or a local variable,
Form of renaming whether the renaming is simple (i.e., change applies to one word), complex (i.e.,
changes apply on more than one parts in the identifier name), formatting only (i.e., changes
in the letter cases or letter separators), and term reordering (i.e, changes in the positions of
the terms in the identifiers).
Semantic change e.g., whether the renaming changes the meaning of the previous name or pre-
serves it,
Grammar change e.g., part of speech changes, like change the word from singular form to plural.
To find the instances of identifier renaming in the source code, REPENT compares each modified
file in the consecutive software revisions by applying Unix context diff algorithm. The result of this
comparison is a mapping between the source lines of code in the old and new files. REPENT then
maps the entities in these files using the Abstract Syntax Trees and the line mapping from the
previous step. This leads to creating an initial set of candidate renamings for each file.
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Next, REPENT tries to eliminate false positives from this list of candidates. To do so, it
calculates a similarity score for each candidate pair using their def-uses, and removes the candidates
for which the similarity score is below a threshold. For each of the candidates, all the def-use
statements corresponding to the first identifier (i.e., in the old file) are compared with all the def-use
statements of the second one, using the normalized Levenshtein edit distance. A mapping between
the def-use statements of the first and second identifiers that maximizes the sum of the similarity
scores between the statements is chosen, and this sum reflects the similarity score for the candidate
rename refactoring.
After filtering out false positives and forming the final set of candidates, REPENT classifies the
renames using the aforementioned taxonomy. It splits the names of camel case candidate identifiers
(e.g, isValid is spitted into two parts: is and valid). Then, REPENT tries to map each part of
the first and second identifiers, using WordNet and the Stanford Part-of-Speech Analyzer to fulfill
the classification.
To evaluate REPENT, the authors test it against five Java open-source projects. The results
show that REPENT can find the rename identifier instances cases with a precision and recall of
88% and 92%, respectively.
2.4 Limitations of Current Approaches
The mentioned approaches for detecting refactorings in the IDE have the advantage that they can
find refactorings that do not end up to the version control systems, i.e., shadowed refactorings. A
study showed that a large amount of changes are in fact shadowed by other changes [NVC+12]. As
mentioned, several studies also showed that the refactorings can also interleave other changes, which
will negatively affect the performance of the approaches that rely on the history of systems to detect
refactoring activities [MHPB12, NCV+13, STV16].
At the same time, all these techniques need special plug-ins for each IDE to be applicable. This
drastically limits the scenarios where they are usable. Any approach that uses the history of the
software for detecting instances of refactorings, including our approach, does not rely on any specific
IDE, which makes it useful in a broader range of applications.
The approaches that were discussed in Section 2.2 and find refactorings in the change history of
a software system, all use some kind of similarity thresholds, which are usually tedious to calibrate,
and might not be generalizable. Unlike these techniques, our proposed approach does not require
similarity thresholds.
In addition, some of these techniques (e.g., Ref-Finder [PRSK10, KGLR10]) require the soft-
ware systems under analysis to be fully-built. As mentioned, it has been shown that in practice
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only a small portion of commits can be built in the history of software systems [TPB+17]. Some
other approaches rely on Partial Program Analyzers (e.g., DiffCat [KR11]), of which the accuracy
is affected in the absence of external dependencies. Our approach, in contrast, does not need the
system to be built or the type bindings of the expressions and works only based on information
collected from the Abstract Syntax Trees of the system versions under analysis.
Since REPENT is considered the state-of-the-art technique in detecting instances of Rename
Local Variable refactorings in the history of a software system, we evaluated the accuracy of our
approach against that of REPENT, as it will be discussed in Chapter 4.
2.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we looked at the existing approaches for detecting refactorings in the evolving code,
and discussed some of the problems that they have. In the next chapter, we describe our approach




Our approach in detecting instances of Rename Local Variable refactorings has been implemented
on top of RefactoringMiner [TME+18], a tool that allows to detect various types of refactorings
in the history of software systems (excluding Rename Local Variable refactorings). There are several
reasons justifying the selection of RefactoringMiner as the basis of our approach, including:
1. RefactoringMiner provides a complete infrastructure for cloning Git-based repositories and
includes a rich API to work with consecutive revisions of the repository under analysis.
2. It provides an abstract model of the system under analysis and detects high and low-level
changes in that model. The refactorings are inferred by analyzing the detected changes. The
model frees us from dealing directly with abstract syntax trees, while it still allows us to have
access to AST nodes where needed. This means that it is rather easy to define new detection
rules for refactoring types which are not yet supported.
3. It does not depend on any specific IDE to be executed, and can be used as a standalone
program, in contrast to several other refactoring construction approaches, such as Ref-Finder
that depends on the Eclipse IDE.
4. The model generation and differencing are fast and scalable. We will discuss the scalability of
our approach in Chapter 4.
5. RefactoringMiner has been successfully used in previous research for conducting a large-
scale empirical study to understand why developers perform refactorings in their code [STV16],
the impact of refactoring on code smells [CGM+17], and the impact of refactoring on quality
attributes [CFF+17].
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We have done several enhancements on RefactoringMiner to adapt it with our needs for
detecting instances of Rename Local Variable refactorings, which we will discuss in the following
subsections. First, we will briefly show how the core of RefactoringMiner works.
3.1 Background
3.1.1 RefactoringMiner
RefactoringMiner accepts a Git-based repository of a Java software system and checks out1 con-
secutive revisions of its source code. In each of these two consecutive revisions (i.e., a commit and
its parent in the directed acyclic graph that models the commit history in Git repositories), Refac-
toringMiner inspects only the added/removed/changed files to detect the refactoring operations
that occurred. This is in contrast to other existing refactoring detection approaches, such as Ref-
Finder [KGLR10], RefactoringCrawler [DCMJ06], and JDEvAn [XS08], where the analysis
includes all the files in two snapshots/revisions of a Java project. This improves significantly the
efficiency of RefactoringMiner.
Each of the added/removed/changed files across the two revisions are then parsed to their ASTs
using Eclipse’s JDT parser. JDT uses a Partial Program Analyzer and is able to parse Java files
that might even have compiler errors. In addition, JDT parser is able to resolve type bindings for
each of the expressions in the generated ASTs. Type bindings can drastically empower any static
source code analysis technique. For example, in the context of refactoring identification in software
repositories, we need to understand which entities in the source code (e.g., source code statements)
are added or removed, and which ones have remained intact or slightly changed, i.e., the mapped
entities. The mapped statements, for example, might be found much easier by looking at the type
bindings of the composing expressions first. In other words, if two statements are composed of
expressions with different type bindings, they are most likely non-matching statements, rather than
corresponding to the same statement that has been modified between the two revisions.
However, to completely resolve type bindings within the source code, the parser should be aware
of the location of all the external dependencies of the project, in addition to the Java runtime library
files (i.e., it should have a complete environment). Particularly for external dependencies, they
should be compiled (or downloaded pre-compiled as jar files). This is usually done automatically
in the presence of a build system (e.g., Maven) when compiling the source code, which is usually a
time-consuming task.
When analyzing the history of software systems, compiling each revision to have a complete
1Since check-out is an expensive operation, we are currently working on improving the efficiency of Refactoring-
Miner by using Git’s internal representation of the files, i.e., the Blobs.
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environment for binding-aware parsing is not always feasible. Recent studies have shown that only
a small portion of commits can be successfully built [TPB+17], as mentioned before.
As a result, RefactoringMiner is designed to operate without resolved type bindings. This
extends the applicability of RefactoringMiner to a much wider spectrum, such as the detection
of refactorings on partial code, the detection of refactorings at commit time, etc.
In each revision r, RefactoringMiner extracts the following entities from the source code:
• TDr: The set of type declarations (i.e., classes, interfaces, enums) which are changed in r. For
a child commit, this set includes the type declarations inside the changed/added Java files,
while for a parent commit, this set includes the type declarations inside the changed/removed
Java files. Each element td of the set is a tuple of the form (p, n, F,M), where p is the
parent of td, n is the name of td, F is the set of fields declared inside td, and M is the set
of methods declared inside td. For a top-level type declaration p corresponds to the package
of the compilation unit td belongs to, while for a nested/inner type declaration p corresponds
to the package of the compilation unit td belongs to concatenated with the name of the type
declaration td is nested under.
• Fr: The set of fields inside the type declarations of TDr. It contains tuples of the form (c, t, n),
where c is the fully qualified name of the type declaration the field belongs to (constructed
by concatenating the package name p with the type declaration name n), t is the type of the
field, and n is the name of the field.
• Mr: The set of methods inside the type declarations of TDr. It contains tuples of the form
(c, t, n, P, b), where c is the fully qualified name of the type declaration the method belongs to,
t is the return type of the method, n is the name of the method, P is the ordered parameter
list of the method, and b is the body of the method (could be null if the method is abstract
or native).
• Dr: The set of all directories in r as returned by command git ls-tree. Each directory is
represented by its path p.
The body of a method is represented as a tree capturing the nesting structure of the code, where
each node corresponds to a statement, similar to the representation used by Fluri et al. [FWPG07].
The statements are divided into two categories: composite statements and leaf statements.
Composite statements are the statements that contain other statements within their body, such
as for, while, do-while, if, switch, try, catch, synchronized block, and label. Compos-
ite statements are represented as parent nodes in the tree representing the body of a method,
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and contain the statement’s type and the expression(s) appearing within parenthesis before
the statement’s body.
Leaf statements are statements that do not have a body. Leaf statements are represented as leaf
nodes in the tree representing the body of a method, and contain only the statement itself.
RefactoringMiner avoids keeping ASTs in the memory, since ASTs can be quite large. In-
stead, for each statement/expressionRefactoringMiner keeps its string representation in a pretty-
printed format where all redundant whitespace characters are removed. In addition, an AST Visitor
is used to extract all variable identifiers, method invocations, class instantiations, variable decla-
rations, types, literals, and operators appearing within each statement/expression. The extracted
expressions are stored in a pretty-printed format within the corresponding statement node.
Figure 2 shows the tree-like representation of the body of method createAddresses, along with
the information extracted by the AST Visitor for two of its statements. Note that try and catch
blocks are treated as sibling nodes, while in the actual AST representation catch is a property of
try (i.e., catch belongs to try).
private static Address[] createAddresses(int count) {
  
    Address[] addresses = new Address[count] ;
    for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) {
        try {
            addresses[i] = new Address("127.0.0.1", PORTS.incrementAndGet());
        } 
        catch (UnknownHostException e) {
            e.printStackTrace();
        }
    } 











C Class Instantiation M Method Invocation
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Figure 2: Representation of a method body as a tree.
Statement Matching
RefactoringMiner needs to find out which statements across the two revisions are possiblymatch-
ing, and which ones are added in the new revisions or removed from the old revision, in order to be
able to detect refactorings. In the context of Rename Local Variable refactoring, for instance, the
renamed variables should be searched within the matched statements.
The statement matching algorithm employed by RefactoringMiner has been inspired by Fluri
et al. [FWPG07], in the sense that the statements are matched in a bottom-up fashion, starting from
the matching of leaf statements and then proceeding to composite statements. However, in contrast
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to Fluri et al.’s approach, no similarity measure is used for matching the statements, and thus there
is no need to define any similarity thresholds.
The Core Matching Function
Given two trees, T1 and T2, that represent the bodies of two methods in two revisions of the system
under analysis, RefactoringMiner tries to find matching nodes between them. The core matching
function used in RefactoringMiner (i.e., the function matchNodes) is depicted in Algorithm 1.
This function accepts a set of nodes N1 and N2 from the two trees T1 and T2 (i.e., N1 ⊆ T1.nodes
and N2 ⊆ T2.nodes). In addition, the method accepts a criterion (i.e., the matching condition)
according to which the node matching should be done. This is a function matchCondition : N1×N2 →
{true, false}, which determines whether the two given nodes are matching or not. For each given
node n1 ∈ N1, function matchNodes finds all possible nodes n2 ∈ N2 that match n1 using the
matching condition, and stores the matching pairs (n1, n2) into the set P .
To facilitate the matching of nodes that have undergone more radical changes across the two
revisions (e.g., due to overlapping refactorings, or other maintetance tasks, such as bug fixing),
RefactoringMiner applies two forms of preprocessing on each of the nodes, namely abstraction
and argumentation (i.e., the preprocessNodes(n1,n2) function in line 5 of Algorithm 1). The
preprocessing deals with specific changes taking place in the code when applying Extract, Inline,
and Move Method refactorings and helps to increase the textual similarity of statements modified
from the mechanics of a refactoring transformation [Fow99].
Abstraction: In a nutshell, abstraction deals with the cases in which types of the AST nodes of the
statements that should be matched are different due to the refactoring, while the expressions within
these statements are still more or less the same. For example, when an expression is extracted from
a given method, it appears as a return statement in the extracted method.
To facilitate the matching of statements having a different AST node type, we abstract the
statements that wrap expressions. When both statements being compared follow one of the following
patterns, they are abstracted to expression before their comparison.
• return expression; i.e., returned expression
• Type var = expression; i.e., initializer of a variable declaration
• var = expression; i.e., right hand side of an assignment
• call(expression); i.e., single argument of a method invocation
• if(expression) i.e., condition of a composite statement
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Algorithm 1: Statement Matching Function
Input : Nodes N1 and N2 from T1 and T2, respectively
Output: Set M of matched node pairs, Sets N1 and N2 with the matched nodes removed
(i.e., the unmatched nodes from T1 and T2, respectively)
1 Function matchNodes(N1, N2, matchCondition)
2 foreach n1 ∈ N1 do
3 P ← ∅
4 foreach n2 ∈ N2 do
5 pn1, pn2 ← preprocessNodes(n1,n2)
6 if matchCondition(pn1,pn2) then
7 P ← P ∪ (n1, n2)
8 end
9 end
10 if |P | > 0 then
11 bestMatch ← findBestMatch(P)
12 M ← M ∪ bestMatch
13 N1 ← N1 \ bestMatch.n1
14 N2 ← N2 \ bestMatch.n2
15 end
16 end
17 return M , N1, N2
18 end
Consider, for example, an instance of Extract Method Refactoring found in the hazelcast
project, illustrated in Figure 3. Here, to detect this refactoring instance, we need to match statement
D in the old revision of the code with statement 5 in the extracted method in the new revision of
the code. As it is observed, the types of the AST nodes for these statements are different, one being
an Assignment statement, while the other is a Return statement. The two statements are abstracted





so that they are more similar. However, as it is observed, the arguments passed to the class con-
















 private static List<Address> createAddresses(AtomicInteger ports, int count) {
     List<Address> addresses = new ArrayList<Address>(count);
     for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) {
           addresses.add(createAddress("127.0.0.1", ports.incrementAndGet()));
     }





protected static Address createAddress(String host, int port) {
    try {
        return new Address(host, port);
    } catch (UnknownHostException e) {
        e.printStackTrace();
    }












Replacement Addition Abstraction Argumentization
private static Address[] createAddresses(int count) {
    Address[] addresses = new Address[count];
    for (int i = 0; i < count; i++) {
        try {
            addresses[i] = 
                 new Address("127.0.0.1", PORTS.incrementAndGet());
        } 
        catch (UnknownHostException e) {
            e.printStackTrace();
        }
    } 
    return addresses;
}
Figure 3: Statement matching for an Extract Method refactoring in project hazelcast.
Argumentation: This technique deals with the cases where a refactoring replaces expressions with
parameters, and vice versa. For instance, when duplicated code is extracted into a common method,
all expressions being different among the duplicated code fragments are parameterized (i.e., they are
replaced with parameters in the extracted method). The duplicated code fragments are replaced
with calls to the extracted method, where each expression being different is passed as an argument.
In many cases, the arguments may differ substantially from the corresponding parameter names,
leading to a low textual similarity of the code before and after refactoring. Argumentization is the
process of replacing parameter names with the corresponding arguments in the code after refactoring.
In the example of Figure 3, we mentioned that abstraction is not enough for matching the two
statements 5 and D . However, if the parameters host and port used in statement 5 are replaced
with arguments "127.0.0.1" and ports.incrementAndGet(), respectively, the resulting statement
becomes identical with statement D (after applying abstraction).
The same process is applied to the statements of inlined and moved methods. In particular,
when an instance method is moved to a target class, we might have a parameter (or a source class
field access) of target type that is removed from the original method, or a parameter of source type
that is added to the original method. In the case of removal, the removed parameter (or field access)
might be replaced with this reference in the moved method, while in the case of addition, this
reference might be replaced with the added parameter in the moved method.
Algorithm 1 applies the matching condition on the preprocessed (i.e., abstracted and argumen-
tized) nodes to populate the set P . This set, as mentioned, contains all pairs in the form of (n1, n2)
for each given n1 ∈ N1, where n2 ∈ N2 matches n1 based on the matching condition. The algorithm
then tries to find the best match for each n1 ∈ N1. Function findBestMatch(P) (line 11), sorts
the node pairs in P and selects the top-sorted one, i.e., the best match for each given n1 ∈ N1. Leaf
node pairs are sorted based on 3 criteria:
1. Based on the string edit distance [Lev66] of the nodes in ascending order (i.e., more textually
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similar node pairs rank higher).
2. Based on the absolute difference of the nodes’ depth in ascending order (i.e., node pairs with
more similar depth rank higher).
3. Based on the absolute difference of the nodes’ index in their parent’s list of children in ascending
order (i.e., node pairs with more similar position in their parent’s list of children rank higher).
Composite node pairs are sorted with an additional criterion, which is applied right after the first
criterion: based on the ratio of the nodes’ matched children in descending order (i.e., node pairs
with more matched children rank higher).
As mentioned, RefactoringMiner uses the function matchNodes that we described above
to find matching nodes between two given trees, T1 and T2, representing the bodies of methods
appearing in two revisions of the code, respectively. To reduce the chances of erroneous matches,
a conservative approach is followed, in which the statements are matched in rounds, where each
subsequent round has a less strict matching condition than the previous round. Thus, the statements
matched in earlier rounds are “safer” matches, and are excluded from being matched in the next
rounds. In this way, the next round, which has a more relaxed match condition, has fewer statement
combinations to check. In the next two subsections, we describe how matchNodes is used in action,
when matching the nodes between T1 and T2.
Matching Leaf Nodes
RefactoringMiner first tries to match the leaf statements, using the matchNodes function. The
matching of leaf statements is done in three rounds. In the first round, it matches the statements
with identical string representation and nesting depth. In other words, the function matchCondition
for round one is defined as:
matchConditionleaves−round1(n1, n2) = n1.text == n2.text ∧ n1.depth == n2.depth
In the second round, RefactoringMiner matches the statements with identical string repre-
sentation regardless of their nesting depth. In other words:
matchConditionleaves−round2(n1, n2) = n1.text == n2.text
In the third round, RefactoringMiner matches the statements that become identical after
replacing the AST nodes being different between the two statements, i.e:
matchConditionleaves−round3(n1, n2) = |replacements(n1.text, n2.text)| > 0
where function replacements determines whether there exists a set of AST nodes in the second
statement that can replace some AST nodes in the first statement so that the statements become
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textually identical, and returns all such replacements. For example, for statements A and 1 from
Figure 3:
A Address[] addresses = new Address[count];
and
1 List<Address> addresses = new ArrayList<Address>(count);
replacing Address[] and Address[count] from A with List<Address> and ArrayList<Address>(count)
from 1 , respectively, makes the two statements textually identical. In this case, the function
replacements ( A .text, 1 .text) returns the following set of replacements:
{Address[]→ List<Address>, Address[count]→ ArrayList<Address>(count)}
Trying to find replacements for the AST nodes in the statements for matching has two main
advantages over existing methods that rely on textual similarity.
First, there is no need to define a similarity threshold. There is empirical evidence that develop-
ers interleave refactoring with other types of programming activity (e.g., bug fixes, feature additions,
or other refactoring operations) [MHPB12, STV16, NCV+13]. In many cases, the changes caused
by these different activities may overlap [NVC+12]. Some of these changes may even change sub-
stantially the original code being part of a refactoring operation. For example, a code fragment is
originally extracted, and then some temporary variables are inlined in the extracted method. The
longer the right-hand-side expressions assigned to the temporary variables, the more textually differ-
ent the original statements will be after refactoring. Therefore, it is impossible to define a universal
similarity threshold value that can cover any possible scenario of overlapping changes. This approach
does not pose any restriction on the replacements of AST nodes, as long as these replacements are
syntactically valid.
Second, the replacements found within two matched statements can help to infer other edit
operations taking place on the refactored code (a phenomenon called refactoring masking [SPDZ15]),
such as renaming of variables, generalization of types, and merging of parameters. On the other hand,
similarity-based approaches lose this kind of valuable information. Indeed, we used this information
to detect the instances of Rename Local Variable refactoring.
Initially, the replacements function computes the intersection between the sets of variable iden-
tifiers, method invocations, class instantiations, types, literals, and operators extracted from each
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statement, respectively, in order to exclude from replacements the AST nodes being common in
both statements, and include only those that are different between the statements. AST nodes that
cover the entire statement (e.g., a method invocation followed by semicolon) are also excluded from
replacements in order to avoid having an excessive number of matching statements. All attempted
replacements are syntax-aware, in the sense that only compatible AST nodes are allowed to be re-
placed, i.e., types can be replaced only by types, operators can be replaced only by operators, while
all remaining expression types can be replaced by any of the remaining expression types (e.g., a
variable can be replaced by a method invocation). Out of all possible replacements for a given node
from the first statement that decrease the original edit distance of the input statements, we select
the replacement corresponding to the smallest edit distance.
Matching Composite Nodes
The composite statements from the two given trees T1 and T2 are also matched in three rounds,
using exactly the same match conditions as those used for leaf statements combined with an addi-
tional condition that requires at least one pair of their children to be matched, assuming that both
composite statements have children. In other words:
condition4 (n1, n2) = ∃ (k1, k2) ∈M | k1 ∈ n1.children ∧ k2 ∈ n2.children
matchConditioncomposites−round1(n1, n2) = matchConditionleaves−round1(n1, n2) ∧ condition4 (n1, n2)
matchConditioncomposites−round2(n1, n2) = matchConditionleaves−round2(n1, n2) ∧ condition4 (n1, n2)
matchConditioncomposites−round3(n1, n2) = matchConditionleaves−round3(n1, n2) ∧ condition4 (n1, n2)
3.1.2 Refactoring Detection in RefactoringMiner
RefactoringMiner detects refactorings in two phases:
1. In the first phase, it matches code elements in a top-down fashion, starting from classes and
continuing to methods and fields. Two code elements are matched only if they have an identical
signature. Assuming a and b are two revisions of a project:
• Two type declarations tda and tdb have an identical signature, if
tda.p = tdb.p ∧ tda.n = tdb.n
• Two fields fa and fb have an identical signature, if
fa.c = fb.c ∧ fa.t = fb.t ∧ fa.n = fb.n
• Two methods ma and mb have an identical signature, if
ma.c = mb.c ∧ma.t = mb.t ∧ma.n = mb.n ∧ma.P = mb.P
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• Two directories da and db are identical, if da.p = db.p
The first phase is less computationally expensive, since the code elements are matched only
based on their signatures. Our assumption is that two code elements having an identical
signature in two revisions correspond to the same code entity, regardless of the changes that
might have occurred within their bodies.
After the end of the first phase, we consider the unmatched code elements from revision a as
potentially deleted, and store them in sets TD−, F−, M−, and D−, respectively. We consider
the unmatched code elements from revision b as potentially added, and store them in sets TD+,
F+, M+, and D+, respectively. Finally, we store the pairs of matched code elements between
revisions a and b in sets TD=, F=, M=, and D=, respectively.
2. The second phase is more computationally expensive, since the remaining code elements are
matched based on the statements they have in common within their bodies. In this phase, our
algorithm matches the remaining code elements (i.e., the potentially deleted code elements with
the potentially added ones) in a bottom-up fashion, starting from methods and continuing to
classes, to find code elements with signature changes or code elements involved in refactoring
operations.
RefactoringMiner applies a set of rules in the second phase to detect refactorings. For
example, to detect the instances of Extract Method refactoring, where in the new revision of the
code method mb is extracted from the body of method ma that appeared in the old revision of the
code, the following rule is applied:
∃ (M,UT1 , UT2) = statementMatching(ma.body,mb.body) | (ma,ma′) ∈M=
∧ mb ∈M+ ∧ ma.c = mb.c ∧ ¬calls(ma,mb) ∧ calls(ma′ ,mb) ∧ |M | > |UT2 |
In this rule,
• statementMatching is a function that essentially performs what we described in the previous
section: it accepts the two given trees, T1 and T2, representing the bodies of the two methods
in the two revisions, and returns a tuple containing 3 sets (M,UT1 , UT2) where M is the set
of matched nodes in T1 and T2, and UT1 and UT2 correspond to the sets of unmatched nodes
in T1 and T2, respectively. Recall that in the heart of statementMatching, the matchNodes
function is used in several rounds for the leaf and composite nodes of T1 and T2.
• Function calls(ma,mb) returns true if method ma calls mb.
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In plain English, if there exists a matching between the statements appearing within the bodies
of two methods ma and mb such that:
• There exists a method ma′ in the new revision of the code that has been matched with ma,
i.e., (ma,ma′) ∈M=, and
• There exists a new method mb which has been added in the new revision of the code, i.e.,
mb ∈M+, and
• Both methods ma and mb belong to the same class, i.e., ma.c = mb.c, and
• ma did not call mb in the previous revision, and
• ma′ calls mb in the new revision, and
• The number of matched nodes in the bodies of ma and mb is greater than the number of
unmatched nodes in the body of mb, i.e., |M | > |UT2 |.
then RefactoringMiner reports that mb has been extracted from ma.
Apart from Extract Method refactoring, RefactoringMiner implements the necessary rules
for detecting instances of 14 other refactoring types: Inline Method, Move Field, Move Class, Extract
Interface, Push Down Method, Push Down Field, Change Package, Pull Up Method, Pull Up Field,
Move Method, Rename Method, Extract Superclass, Rename Class, and Extract & Move Method.
As it is observed, there is no rule for detecting the instances of the Rename Local Variable refactoring.
3.2 Detecting Rename Local Variable Refactoring Instances
Our approach for detecting instances of Rename Local Variable refactorings is similar to other
refactoring types, but there are several challenges associated with it. The rule that we have proposed
for this type of refactoring is as follows:
∃ (M,UT1 , UT2 , RM ) = statementMatching(ma,ma′) | (ma,ma′) ∈M=
∧ ∃ r ∈ RM = l→ l′ | l ∈ localVariables(ma) ∧ l′ ∈ localVariables(ma′)
∧ l /∈ variables(ma′) ∧ l′ /∈ variables(ma)
∧ l /∈ Ema ∧ l′ /∈ Ima
∧ @ r2 ∈ RM ∪RE = a→ b | a = l
∧ @ r3 ∈ RM ∪RI = c→ d | d = l′
In this rule:
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• RM is the set containing all AST node replacements (as computed in the replacements
function that was explained in Section 3.1.1) extracted from the matched statements between
methods ma and ma′ . Note that l → l′ means that l is replaced by l′. In addition, RE (RI)
correspond to the set of replacements that RefactoringMiner has found in the matched
statements of methods extracted from (inlined to) ma. We will shortly show how looking at
the extract method/inline method refactorings can help in detecting more advanced types of
Rename Local Variable refactorings.
• localVariables(ma) returns all local variables defined in the body of ma.
• variables(ma) returns all variables defined or used in the body of ma, including local vari-
ables, parameters, and fields.
• Ema (Ima) is the set of all variables which appear in the body of the methods extracted from
(inlined to) the method ma, as detected by RefactoringMiner.
In plain English, an instance of a Local Variable Renaming is detected when:
1. There exists a method ma′ in the new revision of the code that was matched with ma, i.e.,
(ma,ma′) ∈M=.
2. There exists a replacement r which replaces the local variable l in the old revision with l′ in
the new revision, i.e., ∃ r ∈ RM = l→ l′.
3. l should belong to the declared local variables in ma, and l′ should belong to the declared local
variables in ma′ , i.e., l ∈ localVariables(ma) ∧ l′ ∈ localVariables(ma′).
4. l should not exist in the new revision of the code, and l′ should not exist in the old revision of
the code, i.e., l /∈ variables(ma′) ∧ l′ /∈ variables(ma).
5. l should not appear in the body of the methods extracted from ma, as detected by Refac-
toringMiner, i.e., l /∈ Ema . We explain the reason why the renamed local variable should
not appear in the body of the extracted methods using an example.
void m() {





void m() {	String d = "some other value";	consume(d);	extracted();
 ...
}
void extracted() {		 String c = "some value";		 consume(c);	}
(b) After
Figure 4: Renaming Ambiguity (Same Variable in the Extracted Method)
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In Figure 4a, the local variable c is defined and used in the body of method m(). In the next
revision (Figure 4b), there is a local variable d defined in the body of m(), and also a method
extracted() that has been extracted from m(). Without considering the extracted method,
one might assume that the local variable c has been renamed to d. However, it is much more
probable that the developer has extracted the variable c and the surrounding code into the
extracted method, and variable d is just a new one added to method m().
In general, we try to avoid reporting instances of Rename Local Variable in similar cases, where
there is not enough evidence, or there is ambiguity. In this way, we try to keep the precision
of our approach as high as possible while the recall can be negatively affected. This is because
there is evidence showing that developers are bothered much more with a high number of false
positives rather than missing refactorings (i.e., false negatives) [CB16].
Similarly, l′ should not appear in the body of the methods inlined into ma, i.e., l′ /∈ Ima . The
reasoning behind this is similar to the extract method case.
6. A local variable cannot be renamed to two local variables. As a result, while having a replace-
ment r = l→ l′, there should not be another replacement r2 = l→ b, i.e., a replacement that
allows to match two nodes by replacing l in the old revision with b in the new revision.




} catch (IOException e) {
 ...
 throwable = e;
} catch (UnavailableException e) {
...
 throwable = e;
}
(a) Before
IOException ioException = null;




} catch (IOException e) {
 ...
 ioException = e;
} catch (UnavailableException e) {
 ...
 servletException = e;
}
(b) After
Figure 5: Variable Splitting
An example of a local variable reported to be replaced by two other local variables is illustrated
in Figure 5. This code has been found in the Tomcat project2. Here, the variable throwable
in the old revision (i.e., Figure 5a) was used to store different values, depending on the raised
exception. In the next revision (i.e., Figure 5b), the variable is actually split into two variables,
ioException and servletException, and each of them is assigned depending on the raised




replacements are reported: throwable→ ioException and throwable→ servletException.
Both replacements are correct, as they make the corresponding statements textually identical.
However, by looking at these two replacements, it is not really possible to certainly say whether
throwable is renamed to ioException or servletException.
In addition, if a local variable l is renamed in a method ma, and at the same time a method is
extracted from ma, there should not be a local variable b in the extracted method that l could
be possibly renamed to it. This is because in this case we cannot decide which renaming has
actually happened in the code. Figure 6 depicts such example. This example is very similar
to Figure 4, but the variable c in Figure 4b has been renamed to z in Figure 6b.
void m() {





void m() {	String d = "some other value";	consume(d);	extracted();
 ...
}
void extracted() {		 String z = "some value";		 consume(z);	}
(b) After
Figure 6: Renaming Ambiguity (Renaming in the Extracted Method)
Note again that the local variable c can be possibly reported to be renamed to d in the body
of m(). However, the same variable can also be extracted to method extracted() as a part
of an extract method refactoring, and then be renamed to z. As a result, we cannot decide
which renaming has actually happened here.
To avoid reporting such cases, we argue that there should not be a replacement computed
when detecting extract method refactorings from ma that replaces l with b in the body of the
extracted method.
The mentioned two rules correspond to the following formula @ r2 ∈ RM ∪RE = a→ b | a = l.
7. Similar to the previous rule, we cannot have two local variables being renamed to one local
variable. Moreover, when a local variable l in ma is reported to be replaced by (i.e., renamed
to) l′ and at the same time there is another variable c belonging to a method that is being
inlined to ma and c is also reported to be replaced by l′ in it, we cannot decide which renaming
has actually happened.
These two rules are implemented by the following formula: @ r3 ∈ RM ∪RI = c→ d | d = l′.
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3.2.1 Exceptional Cases
There are two exceptions for rules #6 and #7, where we improve the accuracy of detecting instances
of Rename Local Variable refactorings by trying to correct the shortcomings of the matching algo-
rithm. In particular, if besides having the replacement r = l → l′ there is another replacement
r′ = l→ l′′ in two matched statements in ma and ma′ , different situations might have occurred:
• The local variable l in r could be defined in a different lexical scope than l in r′ (while they
have the same name). For instance, consider the example depicted in Figure 7. This code has
been found in the dnsjava project3.
while (...) {





 RRset rrset = zone.findRecords(name, type);
 if (rrset != null)









 RRset[] rrsets = cr.answers();
 for (int i = 0; i < rrsets.length; i++)
   addRRset(response, rrsets[i]);
}
(b) After
Figure 7: Renamed Variables in Different Lexical Scopes
As it can be observed, the rrset variable declared in the while loop in Figure 7a is potentially
renamed to variable cname in the while loop in Figure 7a. In other words, to match the first
statements in the two while loops, one replacement is rrset → cname. At the same time,
the variable rrset inside the if statement in Figure 7a could be also possibly replaced with
rrsets in Figure 7b, i.e., there is a replacement rrset → rrsets.
Note that the function replacements computes the possible replacements in the bodies of
two matched methods without considering the lexical scope in which the variables appear
within the body of the matched methods. In such cases, the variable replacements are treated
individually, and a separate instance of Rename Local Variable is reported for each variable
replacement (given that the other mentioned conditions hold). In the example of Figure 7,
both instances of the Rename Local Variable refactoring are reported: rrset to cname and
rrset to rrsets.
• In contrast, if in the two replacements l → l′ and l → l′′ the two variables named l belong to





















if (ostream != null) {
 copy(cacheEntry, renderResult, ostream);
} else {




Figure 8: Method Invocations with Possible Non-Optimal Argument Replacement
In this example, to match the two method invocations:
i1: copy(resourceInfo, ostream)
i2: copy(cacheEntry, renderResult, ostream)
RefactoringMiner needs to find a replacement that minimizes the difference between the two
invocations. Applying the replacement cacheEntry → resourceInfo to i2 will result to the string
copy(resourceInfo, renderResult, ostream), which has the Levenestein distance of 13 with i2,
or the normalized similarity of 1 − 13/39 = 0.66 , where 39 is the length of the longer string in
the comparison. However, there is another possible replacement, renderResult → resourceInfo,
which converts i2 to copy(cacheEntry, resourceInfo, ostream). In this case, the normalized
similarity between the resulting string and i2 is 1− 11/39 = 0.71, which is a higher similarity than
the previous replacement. As a result, the second replacement is preferred over the previous one,
and the two method invocations are reported to be matching using this replacement. Note that,
although the replacement is not optimal, yet the result is fine with RefactoringMiner, since the
two method invocations are matched anyway.
However, such non-optimal replacements can make detecting Rename Local Variable instances
erroneous. In other words, if there are two replacements l→ l′ and l→ l′′ in the same lexical scope,
any of these two replacements could be reported just because the algorithm infers the replacements
in a non-optimal way.
To solve this issue, for the matching statements corresponding to the originally-reported replace-




best replacement that minimizes the textual dissimilarity between the statements) to see whether
there exists another replacement consistent with the other reported replacements.
To clarify this, suppose that there are two pairs of matched statements, (s1, s′1) and (s2, s′2),
across th two revisions under analysis. Let’s say that s1 and s′1 are matched because there exists
a best replacement, r1 = l → l′, that makes s1 and s′1 highly textually similar. At the same time,
suppose that for statements s2 and s′2, the best reported replacement that makes the matching
possible is r2 = l → l′′. Now imagine that the same replacement r1 = l → l′ could be possibly
applied on s2 to make it textually similar to s′2, but the similarity in this case is less than when we
apply r2 = l→ l′′. In this case, we ignore r2 (i.e., the best replacement), since it is not the optimal
replacement for detecting the instances of Rename Local Variable refactoring, and our approach
would report that the local variable l is renamed to l′ (given that all other necessary conditions are
met).
3.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we described how RefactoringMiner works, and our method (created on top of
RefactoringMiner) for detecting instances of Rename Local Variable refactorings.
In the next chapter, we describe the design of our study to compare the results of our technique




In the previous chapter, we described our approach for detecting instances of Rename Local Vari-
able refactorings in the history of software systems. In this chapter, we evaluate our approach.
Particularly, we aim at answering the following research questions:
RQ1 How accurate is our technique in detecting instances of Rename Local Variable refactorings?
Particularly, we use the common measures adopted from the information retrieval literature
to report the accuracy of our technique, namely in terms of its precision and recall.
RQ2 How does our technique perform compared to REPENT?
We compare the accuracy of our technique with the state-of-the-art tool for detecting instances
of Rename Local Variable refactorings, namely REPENT. Again, we report the precision and
recall of REPENT. We also discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each technique and
illustrate some interesting examples found during our evaluations, where the two techniques
perform differently.
RQ3 What is the efficiency of our technique in terms of the time taken for detecting instances of
Rename Local Variable refactorings?
To answer RQ1, we need to have multiple software repositories on which we can apply the
proposed technique, and a dataset of refactorings that we are certain they have occurred in those
repositories (i.e., a reference corpus), so that we can compare the results of our technique against
others and report their accuracy. Moreover, to answer RQ2, we need to run REPENT on the same
reference corpus to make a fair comparison with our technique. In the following subsection, we
will describe how we constructed a reference corpus for this study and how we limited bias in the
validation process.
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4.1 Reference Corpus Construction
There are two reasons why constructing a reference corpus for refactoring detection is a challenging
task:
• Often, the number of refactorings applied on a software system is unknown. The developers
usually do not document the refactoring activities. For example, we mentioned that it is not
possible to identify all refactorings that occurred in the code by only looking at the commit
messages [MHPB12]. As a result, it is not straightforward to assess the completeness of any
given reference corpus.
• The correctness of the refactoring instances in the reference corpus is unknown, unless the
developers themselves admit that they have applied them, or the detected refactorings are
validated manually by (ideally multiple) independent people.
In general, there are two approaches for constructing a reference corpus of refactorings:
• Forming a seeded dataset. This might be considered as the easiest solution. In this approach,
we consider the source code of a software system at a specific revision, and ask some developers
to apply refactorings on it.
• The other solution is to run two or more refactoring detection tools on the same repository
and compare all refactoring instances detected by the tools to assess their agreement. The
instances for which there is a total agreement (i.e., all tools detect them), or a majority
agreement (i.e., more than half the tools detect them) can be considered as true positives. We
might also manually validate the detected refactoring instances to have more confidence about
the correctness of the reported refactorings.
Each of the mentioned approaches has its own advantages and disadvantages. Knowing all the
refactorings that have occurred in the source code and being certain that the reported refactorings are
correct are the main advantages of the first approach (i.e., the seeded reference corpus). However, the
applied refactorings by developers are not necessarily representative of real refactorings. Moreover,
it is known that the refactoring activities are interleaved with other maintenance changes [STV16]
on the source code, making the refactoring detection process much more difficult. In other words,
the seeded refactorings are artificial and usually not realistic.
While the second approach (i.e, using the tool agreement) overcomes the mentioned problem, it
has other limitations. First, it is not guaranteed that it contains all refactorings applied in the code
as it is limited to the accuracy of the used tools. Moreover, the results of the tools might need to
be manually validated to make sure that they are correct, which is a daunting task.
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However, only by evaluating a refactoring detection approach against a reference corpus contain-
ing real refactorings applied by developers, we can assess its accuracy in a reliable manner. Thus,
we choose to follow (an almost similar method to) the second mentioned approach, i.e., using tools’
agreement, for evaluating our technique.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there are a few refactoring detection approaches which support
Rename Local Variable refactoring. Unfortunately, at the time of writing this thesis, none of the
corresponding tools are available (this is is also mentioned in another study [LLLW15]). This includes
the state-of-the-art tool for detecting instances of the Rename Local Variable refactorings, namely
REPENT [AEP+14], which we have chosen to compare against the results of our technique.
Consequently, instead of running REPENT and our technique on any repository to seek their
agreements, we use the datasetthat REPENT was evaluated on, which has been made publicly
available by its authors [AEP+14].
4.1.1 Subject Systems
The authors or REPENT used five repositories in their study. As we will see, we are going to make
sure that all reported instances from both tools are manually validated. This is a daunting task
that needs several person-months to finish. As a result, we randomly selected two of these systems
to feed our proposed technique, namely dnsjava and Tomcat.
dnsjava1 implements DNS protocol in Java. Tomcat2 is an implementation of the Java Servlet,
JavaServer Pages, Java Expression Language and Java WebSocket technologies. The characteristics
of the studied systems are depicted in Table 1(the table has been adopted from [AEP+14]).
Table 1: Characteristics of the Subject Systems
Software Studied Revisions Period Files Total File Revisions KLOC
dnsjava 1998-2011 365 1,415 9-35
Tomcat 1999-2006 12,205 46,498 5-35
4.1.2 Automated Reference Corpus Construction
To find the agreement between our tool and REPENT, we developed another tool, called Ref-
Benchmark, that automates the computation of agreement among multiple tools. In a nutshell,




the refactoring models created from the findings of one tool to the models created from the findings
of another tool, in order to computed their agreements (and disagreements). RefBenchmark is
not only designed for Rename Local Variable refactoring instances, in fact it supports 15 different
types of refactorings and can be easily extended to support more types. It can be also extended
to accept more refactoring detection tools as input. We describe the design of RefBenchmark in
more detail in Chapter 5.
4.1.3 Systematic Manual Validation of the Detected Refactorings
To increase the certainty about the correctness of the results, we take a step further and make sure
that all results reported by the two tools which are going to be inserted into the reference corpus
are manually validated by at least one person.
The authors of REPENT used random sampling (with the confidence level of 95 percent) to
validate the results of their tool, since validating all results was cumbersome. Then, two authors of
the paper independently validated each refactoring instance in the sample.
We first extract all those validated instances from the reference corpus (the authors reported
which instances are manually validated), since they should be correct given that two authors of
REPENT have already validated them. Specifically, REPENT found 396 instances of Rename
Local Variable refactoring in Tomcat, out of which 180 were manually validated. For dnsjava,
these numbers are 144 and 32, respectively.
Then, we run our approach on the same commits of the two repositories, and use RefBench-
mark to find the agreement between the results of both approaches. For the results which are
detected by both approaches, it should be enough to be validated by one person. For the rest of
the detected refactoring instances (i.e., the ones which are detected by only one tool), a researcher
experienced enough with refactoring is asked to validate them. We accept the judgment made by
the researcher if a case is deemed to be straightforward by her. For the other cases, where their com-
plexity does not allow the researcher to reach a final decision, we asked a second researcher, again
experienced enough with refactoring, to validate the case independently. The agreement between
these two researchers will be used as the final decision about the case. If there is a disagreement for
a case, a discussion is commenced between the two validators with the hope that the disagreement is
resolved. Even in a very few cases, a third researcher was asked to resolve the disagreement between
the two validators. In any case, there are a few cases about which both validators could not make
a certain decision. These are the cases that only the original developer (or the person who applied
the refactoring) might be able to judge about. We excluded such cases from the reference corpus.
Eventually, our reference corpus contained 396 instances of Rename Local Variable refactorings from
Tomcat and 128 instances from dnsjava.
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4.2 Results
Having the reference corpus ready, we used well-known measures from the information retrieval
literature to assess the accuracy of our technique and compare it with REPENT’s accuracy. More
specifically, for each tool, we first calculate the following raw measures:
True Positives (i.e., TPs) represent the instances of Rename Local Variable refactorings detected
by the tool and exist in the reference corpus i.e., the correctly detected refactorings.
False Positives (i.e., FPs) represent the instances of Rename Local Variable refactorings reported
by the tool, yet the reference corpus does not include them. In other words, False Positives
are incorrectly detected refactorings.
False Negatives (i.e., FNs) represent the instances of Rename Local Variable refactorings that are
not detected by the tool, yet the reference corpus includes them, i.e., the missed refactoring
instances.
Then, we derive these two relative measures from the mentioned raw measures, which enable
direct comparison of the results of the two tools:
• To estimate how accurate each tool is in the detection of Rename Local Variable refactoring
instances, we calculate the precision of the tools using the following formula:
precision =
|TP |
|TP |+ |FP |
Precision basically shows how many of the detected refactoring instances are correct.
• Measuring the completeness of the results of each approach is not straightforward, since one
would need to know all refactoring instances that have actually occurred on the studied repos-
itories. However, we can count the correct cases that one tool can detect as False Negatives
for the other tool which is unable to identify them. The following formula is used to compute




|TP |+ |FN |
Recall basically shows how many of the instances that a tool is supposed to report are actually
found by the tool.
This section explains the results of both tools and gives an answer to the research questions.
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4.2.1 RQ1: How accurate is our technique in detecting instances of Re-
name Local Variable refactorings?
Table 2 represents the results of running our technique on the subject systems.
Table 2: The accuracy of our technique
Software #Refactorings TP FP FN Recall Precision
Tomcat 396 344 55 52 86.9% 86.2%
dnsjava 128 111 10 17 86.7% 91.7%
Total 524 455 65 69 86.8% 87.5%
Overall, we observe that the recall of our technique is over 86 percent on both repositories. In
terms of precision, our technique performs better on dnsjava compared to Tomcat. Our investiga-
tions showed that sometimes there are larger changes in the Tomcat dataset, making our technique
report incorrect statement matches that could lead to incorrectly identifying some Rename Local
Variable refactoring instances.
4.2.2 RQ2: How does our technique perform compared to REPENT?
Table 3 reports the accuracy of REPENT in the studied subject systems. REPENT demonstrates
its best recall in dnsjava, but as we observe its precision is higher in Tomcat. This is predictable,
since the thresholds used in REPENT are tuned using Tomcat.
Table 3: The accuracy of REPENT
Software #Refactorings TP FP FN Recall Precision
Tomcat 396 320 77 76 80.8% 80.6%
dnsjava 128 109 35 19 85.2% 75.7%
Total 524 429 112 95 81.8% 79.3%
To facilitate the comparison of the accuracy for both tools, we have depicted them side-by-side
in Table 4. It is observed that our technique outperforms REPENT in both systems. The recall in
dnsjava is the only case where the performance of both tools is very close.
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Table 4: Side-by-side comparison of the accuracy of our approach and REPENT
Our approach REPENT
Software #Refactorings Recall Precision Recall Precision
Tomcat 396 86.9% 86.2% 80.8% 80.6%
dnsjava 128 86.7% 91.7% 85.2% 75.7%
Total 524 86.8% 87.5% 81.8% 79.3%
4.2.3 RQ3: What is the efficiency of our technique?
To understand the efficiency of our technique, we compute the time taken for detecting the instances
of Rename Local Variable refactoring. Unfortunately, since REPENT is not available, we are not
able to make a comparison between our technique and REPENT.
Figure 9 illustrates the distribution of the time (in milliseconds, on the logarithmic scale), which
was taken for each commit to be analyzed using our technique. Note that this time is the entire time
taken by RefactoringMiner to detect all 15 supported refactoring types, plus the time needed
by our approach for detecting the instances of Rename Local Variable refactoring. This is because
detecting Rename Local Variable refactorings depends on identifying other refactoring types (e.g.,
Extract and Inline Method refactorings). As such, it is more fair to compute the entire time for the
whole analysis instead of only showing the time taken by our algorithm.
The times are calculated using Java’s built-in System.currentTimeMillis() method. We used
a MacBook Pro with an Intel Core i5 CPU @ 2.6 GHz, 8 GB DDR3 @ 1600 MHz RAM, 256 GB




Figure 9: The distribution of the time taken for our technique
As it is observed, the median time taken for completing the process on dnsjava and Tomcat
are 139 and 568 milliseconds, respectively. This shows that the detection process is very fast. We
can see that there are some outliers in the figure, particularly for the Tomcat project. Looking
at the commits corresponding to these outliers, we understood that these are the cases with a
large number of changes on which RefactoringMiner needed to spend more time to detect the
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refactoring instances, since the number of statements that needed to be matched were large, and
for all of them there would be needed to perform different computations (including the computation
of the Levenshtein Edit Distance). Note that, in none of these cases our part of the algorithm for
detecting the instances of Rename Local Variable refactoring was the time-consuming part, and in all
of them it was RefactoringMiner which needed more time to compute other types of refactorings.
The maximum time spent on a commit in the dnsjava and Tomcat projects are about four and
two minutes, respectively.
4.3 Discussion
In order to better understand the observed results from the two tools, in this section, we discuss some
of the limitations of both tools in detecting instances of Rename Local Variable refactorings, together
with the real-world examples where these limitations actually made the tools under-perform.
4.3.1 Limitations of REPENT
Relying on textual similarity
As mentioned in Section 2.3.3, the algorithm used in REPENT builds upon the output of a textual
diff tool. We argue that this is the main issue with REPENT. One reason is that, textual diff tools
might match lines containing totally irrelevant statements when the location of the statements is
changed drastically. This can bring two issues for REPENT:
• It prevents REPENT from feeding its post-processing step (see Section 2.3.3) with right
rename candidates, thus reducing its recall.
• The post-processing step fails to filter out the wrong candidates, thus reducing its precision.
Figure 10 depicts an example where drastic change in the location of statements can make
REPENT to incorrectly report a Rename Local Variable refactoring. The change shown in this
figure was found in Tomcat3.
In this example, REPENT reports that the local variable msg in method invoke() was re-
named to imsg in method sendInvalidSessions(). As it can be observed, the body of the method
sendInvalidSessions() is completely extracted from the method invoke() with a minor change in
the exception part. It is clear that the variable imsg is moved to method sendInvalidSessions()




public void invoke(Request request, Response response){
   ...
   String[] invalidIds=manager.getInvalidatedSessions();
   if ( invalidIds.length > 0 ) {
       for ( int i=0;i<invalidIds.length; i++ ) {
           try {
               ClusterMessage imsg = manager.
                       requestCompleted(invalidIds[i]);
               if (imsg != null)
                   cluster.send(imsg);
           }catch ( Exception x ) {...}
       }
   }
   ...
   String id = null;
   if ( session != null )
       id = session.getIdInternal();
   if ( id == null )
       return
   ...
   ...
   ...
   ...
   ...
   ...
   ClusterMessage msg = manager.requestCompleted(id);
   if ( msg == null ) return;
       cluster.send(msg);
   ...
}
public void invoke(Request request, Response response){
    ...
    try {
        if (!(clusterManager instanceof DeltaManager))
            sendInvalidSessions(clusterManager, cluster);
        sendSessionReplicationMessage(request, clusterManager, cluster);
    }catch (Exception x) {...}
    ...
}
protected void sendSessionReplicationMessage(Request request,
                ClusterManager manager, CatalinaCluster cluster) {
    ...
    String id = session.getIdInternal();            
    if (id != null) {
        ClusterMessage msg = manager.requestCompleted(id);
        if (msg != null)
            cluster.send(msg);
    }
    ...
}
protected void sendInvalidSessions(ClusterManager manager, 
                                CatalinaCluster cluster) {
    ...
    String[] invalidIds=manager.getInvalidatedSessions();
    if ( invalidIds.length > 0 ) {
        for ( int i=0;i<invalidIds.length; i++ ) {
            try {
                ClusterMessage imsg = manager.
                        requestCompleted(invalidIds[i]);
                if (imsg != null)
                    cluster.send(imsg);
            }catch ( Exception x ) {...}
        }
    }
}
Before After
Figure 10: Drastic relocation of statements leads to a False Positive in REPENT
extracted to the method sendSessionReplicationMessage(). Thus, we cannot say that the vari-
able imsg is renamed to msg. In this example, we have different clues pointing that this is a False
Positive:
• First, the variable imsg already exists in the old revision and extracted to another method in
the refactored revision.
• Second, the variable msg is also extracted to another method.
Notice that the main reason for this False Positive is the location of variable msg in the old
revision and the location of the variable imsg in the refactored revision. As the textual diff tools
try to find the similar text in the closest location, REPENT identifies it as a good candidate
and its post-processing step cannot filter it out. By simply swapping the location of the methods
sendSessionReplicationMessage() and sendInvalidSessions(), REPENT does not report this
case as a Rename Local Variable, removing the False Positive.
Recall from Chapter 3 that we have defined special rules for avoiding such False Positives in our
technique.
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Distinguishing Merged and Split Local Variables
There are two possible scenarios where local variables can be marked as renamed incorrectly, while
another change could have actually happened:
• In the new revision, one variable is responsible for doing the task that two variables used to
do in the old revision, i.e., local variable merging,
• A variable used to do two tasks in the old revision, and a developer splits it into two variables
in the new revision.
We found out that REPENT has problems in distinguishing merged and splitted local variables.
An example of a local variable being split is illustrated in Figure 11. This change was found in the
dnsjava project4.
public void serveUDP(InetAddress addr, short port) {
   ...
   while (true) {
       byte[] in = new byte[udpLength];
       DatagramPacket dp = new DatagramPacket( in, in.length);
       try {
           sock.receive(dp);
       } catch (InterruptedIOException e) {...}
       byte[] out = response.toWire();
       dp = new DatagramPacket(out, out.length, dp.getAddress(),
                                               dp.getPort());
       sock.send(dp);
   }
}
Beforeef r After
public void serveUDP(InetAddress addr, short port){
     ...
     byte[] in = new byte[udpLength];
     DatagramPacket dpin = new DatagramPacket(in, in.length);
     DatagramPacket outdp;
     while (true) {
         indp.setLength(in.length);
         try {
             sock.receive(dpin);
         } catch (InterruptedIOException e) {...}
         byte[] out = response.toWire();
         outdp = new DatagramPacket(out, out.length,
                         indp.getAddress(), indp.getPort());
         sock.send(outdp);
     }
}
Figure 11: Split local variable creates a False Positive in REPENT
Here, the local variable dp in the old revision (i.e., in the left side of Figure 11) was used to
either store the received DatagramPacket or the response DatagramPacket. In the new revision
(i.e., in the right side of Figure 11) the variable is replaced by two variables, indp and outdp, the
former storing the received DatagramPacket, and the latter storing the response DatagramPacket.
By looking at both replacements, it is hard to decide whether the old dp variable was renamed to
indp or outdp. Moreover, from the semantics point of view, the new names support the scenario of
local variable splitting rather than renaming.
Failing in the Detection of Renamed Methods
Another reason that affects the precision and recall of REPENT is failing in correctly detecting




refactoring in two methods which do not correspond to each other, while REPENT found the
methods to be the same (one is renamed to the other). Although the Rename Local Variable
instance seems to be detected correctly, we cannot accept it as a True Positive, since the methods
in which the local variables are declared, are totally unrelated.
Note that, in general, any refactoring detection technique that fails to identify other renamed
entities (methods, classes, etc.) will suffer from the same problem.
4.3.2 Limitations of Our Approach
The investigation of the False positives and False Negatives of our technique revealed interesting
cases, which make room for future enhancements of our approach. In this section we discuss some
of those cases in detail.
Chains of Extracted Methods
One of the cases where our approach is unable to correctly identify instances of a Rename Local
Variable refactoring is when a chain of extracted methods occurs. The chain of extracted methods
is a scenario in which method c() is extracted from method b(), and, at the same revision, method
b() is extracted from method a(). As mentioned in Chapter 3, we build upon the extracted methods
reported by RefactoringMiner. Since RefactoringMiner only looks for one level of method
extraction, we miss such cases.
Figure 12 illustrates such scenario. The code shown here has been found in dnsjava5.
Here, the variable c is renamed to rrclass, but the methods to which these variables belong have
different signatures. The original method (labeled 1 ) is relocated in the refactored revision. It is
observed that in the new revision, a method chain with a depth of two is extracted from the method
newRecord() (in Figure 12, these methods are labeled 2 and 3 , respectively). The renamed vari-
able is occurred in the deepest level of the chain (method 3 ). As mentioned, RefactoringMiner
cannot detect method 3 as an extracted method. Thus, we miss to report this case. On the other
hand, REPENT can detect it since the extracted method is located in the same location in the
source code, compared to where the method newRecord() was located in the old revision.
Failing to Match Statements or to Report Replacements by RefactoringMiner
If one statement undergoes radical changes in the new revision, e.g., the type, name, and the assign-
ment expression change all together, RefactoringMiner is unable to match the statement in the




static dnsRecord newRecord(dnsName name, short type, 
                                       short _class) {
   try {
       Class c;
       Constructor m;
       c = Class.forName("dns" + s + "Record");
       m = c.getConstructor(new Class [] {dnsName.class,
                               java.lang.Short.TYPE});
       ...
   }catch (Exception e) {...}
   ...
}
static dnsRecord newRecord(dnsName name, short type, 
        short dclass, int ttl, int length, 
        CountedDataInputStream in, dnsCompression c) 
        throws IOException{
    ...
    try {
        Class rrclass;
        Constructor m;
        rrclass = Class.forName("dns" + s + "Record");
        m = rrclass.getConstructor(new Class [] {
                dnsName.class, java.lang.Short.TYPE,
                java.lang.Integer.TYPE,
                java.lang.Integer.TYPE,
                CountedDataInputStream.class,
                dnsCompression.class
        });
    }
}
static dnsRecord newRecord(dnsName name, short type,
        short dclass, int ttl, int length, byte [] data){
    ...
    try {
        return newRecord(name, type, dclass, ttl, length,
                                            cds, null);
    }catch (IOException e) {...}
}
static dnsRecord newRecord(dnsName name, short type,
                                        short dclass){






Figure 12: Chain of extracted methods creates False Negatives in our approach
function (see Chapter 3) is unable to find any replacement to make the statements similar enough
to match. Figure 13 depicts such a case from Tomcat6.
public void invokeNext(Request request,
                       Response response){
   ...
   Integer current = (Integer) state.get();
   int subscript = current.intValue();
   state.set(new Integer(subscript + 1));
   ...
}
public void invokeNext(Request request,
                        Response response){
    ...
    PipelineState pipelineState = (PipelineState)
                            request.getNote(STATE);
    int subscript = pipelineState.stage;
    pipelineState.stage = pipelineState.stage + 1;
    ...
}
Before After
Figure 13: Radical changes in the code creates False Negatives in our approach
This case was reported by REPENT as a Rename Local Variable instance, where the variable
current is renamed to pipelineState. The refactoring was also validated by the authors of RE-
PENT. Here, it is not easy at all to tell that the renaming has really occurred in the code, unless




current variable. The uses of the two variables are more or less consistent throughout the code.
When trying to match the old statement
Integer current = (Integer) state.get();
with the new statement
PipelineState pipelineState = (PipelineState) request.getNote(STATE);
each part of the old statement has been changed in the new one, making the job for Refactoring-
Miner to find a replacement that can match the two statements very difficult, if not impossible.
Another source of False Positives in our technique is the methods that have undergone radical
changes. For example, having a method expanded from five lines of code to 30 lines of code make it
very difficult to find the best matches between the statements.
Failing to Identify Other Entity Renamings
Our approach (and as mentioned, any other refactoring detection technique) can suffer from the
inability of correctly identifying other renamings that may have occurred on the code entities.
For example, when RefactoringMiner fails to identify renamed classes, it will be unable to
detect Rename Local Variable instances occurring on the variables declared in the classes that are
renamed.
Moreover, we observed a few cases where RefactoringMiner was unable to detect rename
methods, or incorrectly reported renamed methods. Just like the case of type renaming, failing to
detect renamed methods causes our approach to miss instances Rename Local Variable refactorings
occurring in the methods that are being renamed. Wrong method rename detection, on the other
hand, might cause our technique to report Rename Local Variable instances for two unrelated
methods, i.e., more False Positives.
4.4 Threats to Validity
4.4.1 Internal Validity
Since we have built our approach on top of RefactoringMiner, its performance directly affects
the performance of our technique. For example, the matching of statements and identification of
replacements implemented in RefactoringMiner might cause missing Rename Local Variable in-
stances. We tried to mitigate this by comparing the results of our approach with the state-of-the-art
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tool, REPENT, and discovering the cases where RefactoringMiner missed to report the correct
information, and designing algorithms that could compensate the inadequacies of Refactoring-
Miner. For instance, as discussed in Section 3.2.1, we do not limit ourselves to the replacements
reported by RefactoringMiner and try to check other possible replacements that can lead to
correctly identifying Rename Local Variable instances.
Moreover, the accuracy of the tools is computed based on the result of manual validation. As
each validation is based on the human understanding of code changes, it can be different from
human to human. Moreover, the developer who actually applied the refactorings might have a
different opinion compared to our validation. To mitigate this threat, for the complicated cases, two
researchers independently analyzed them. In the case of disagreements, the case was extensively
discussed and even in a few cases, a third person was also involved in the justification.
Using the agreements between two tools for creating the reference corpus has this threat that
there could be cases reported incorrectly by both tools (i.e., the same False Positives reported by
both tools). However, since we systematically applied manual validation on all the cases and did not
find any such case, we are sure about the validity of the cases in the constructed reference corpus.
As for the recall, we acknowledge that the results of two tools might not be enough to assess
the completeness of the reference corpus. Yet, since we used two different refactoring detection
approaches (i.e., a threshold-based approach and a non-threshold-based one), we can argue that
they can complement each others’ results. As it was observed, REPENT detected 429 rename
local variable instances in the studied systems, and by running RefactoringMiner on the same
systems, this number increased to 524. Of course, having more tools might help to expand the
reference corpus even more.
Note that, we did not choose the cases to be inserted into the reference corpus, and we randomly
selected the two projects to evaluate our approach. As a result, our study does not suffer from
selection bias that can threaten the internal validity of the study.
4.4.2 External validity
To make sure that the results of the study are generalizable, we used two large-scale open-source
projects, which were used in a previous study. In addition, to allow other researchers to replicate
this study, we have made our tool7 and the reference corpus8 that we used to evaluate it available
online.
As mentioned, the authors or REPENT performed random sampling on the results for manual





sampling the results reported by the two approaches, all cases were manually validated.
4.5 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we explained how we designed a study to evaluate the accuracy and performance
of our approach. We compared the proposed approach to REPENT using an unbiased reference
corpus, and showed that our approach is superior in terms of precision and recall. On average, our
approach can detect instances of Rename Local Variable refactorings with a precision and recall of
87.5% and 86.6%, respectively, compared to REPENT which has a precision and recall of 81.8%
and 79.3%.






for Refactoring Detection tools
In Chapter 2, we described several different tools that detect refactoring instances in the history of
software systems [DCMJ06, SV17, DDN00, GZ05, FWPG07, PRSK10, AEP+14]. These tools apply
various approaches to identify refactorings, and their accuracy is computed over different datasets.
However, to understand the tools’ strengths and weaknesses, and to make a fair comparison between
them, it is necessary to run them on the same dataset. This would allow us to identify the best
approach for the detection of refactorings in terms of precision and recall.
In this chapter, we introduce and describe RefBenchmark, an automatic approach to compare
the accuracy of refactoring detection tools. RefBenchmark can compare the results of the tools
against a given reference corpus. If a reference corpus is not available, RefBenchmark runs the
tools and constructs a dynamically generated reference corpus based on the agreement between the
tools.
The tool allows configuring the agreement criterion. For example, for a conservative agreement,
it is required that all tools agree on a detected instance, while a more loose agreement would accept
a detected refactoring instance if there is, say, at most one disagreement.
In the current implementation, RefBenchmark already includes the necessary functionality to
automatically call RefDiff [SV17] and RefactoringMiner over a set of repositories. Users can
easily extend RefBenchmark to include any other tool that detects refactorings. Moreover, one
can implement providers (see Section 5.1.1) to import the results of other refactoring detection tools
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given in any format (e.g., an XML or a JSON file) and compare it with the results of other tools.
For example, we have implemented a provider for Ref-Finder. Also, since REPENT was not
available, we could not implement the functionality to automatically call it for this thesis. Instead,
the Rename Local Variable instances existing in the results provided by its authors [AEP+14] were
converted to a json file and then imported into RefBenchmark.
RefBenchmark was successfully used in a previous study [TME+18] to build the most compre-
hensive reference corpus of refactorings to date (which, of course, excludes Rename Local Variable
instances). In the following sections, we describe the internals of RefBenchmark in more details.
5.1 Design
Figure 14 shows an overview of RefBenchmark. As it is observed, RefBenchmark consists of












































































Figure 14: Design of RefBenchmark
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The Mediator component is responsible to call a specific refactoring detection tool, parse its
results and convert them to a unified refactoring model. The refactoring model is basically an
abstract, object representation for refactoring operations. This model frees us from requiring to
work with heterogeneous output formats from different refactoring detection tools.
Given different refactoring models, the Evaluator component compares these models against
each other given an agreement criterion, or against a refactoring model that corresponds to an
existing reference corpus. This component is responsible for computing the accuracy of the tools.
In the following, we explain the components of the tool in more details. First, we describe the
structure of the Mediator. Next, we explain our approach for comparing the tools’ results and
calculating the accuracy measures using the Evaluator.
5.1.1 Mediator
The ultimate goal of the Mediator is to create a set of refactoring models for the results of the
tools. It contains the Provider class that needs to be extended for each refactoring detection
tool. As mentioned before, we have already extended the class Provider for four tools: Ref-
Finder, RefDiff, REPENT, and RefactoringMiner. The subclasses of Provider implement
the necessary methods for creating the refactoring models. In the following, we briefly explain the
functionalities that a provider should implement for each new refactoring detection tool.
Cloning Repositories A provider should implement the necessary functionality to clone a repos-
itory from given URL. For example, one can use JGit1 library, which is an implementation of
the Git version control system’s API to clone a repository and process it in Java. The cloned
repositories will be fed to the tools for refactoring detection.
Collecting the Detected Refactorings After cloning a repository, the provider should specify
how to invoke a specific tool to detect all the refactorings on the given commits.
Parsing the Output of the Tools After finding refactoring instances, the provider needs to spec-
ify a way to extract the necessary information from the output of the tool, for each of the
identified refactoring instances. Each tool’s output can have its own specific format. For in-
stance, one tool can provide the information about the detected refactorings in a JSON format,
the other tool might use XML files, or just plain text.
The provider extracts important information (e.g., the location of the occurred refactorings in
terms of method and class names, and refactoring types) from the refactoring instances in the
results. The provider can use regular expressions to extract information from the results. For
1https://www.eclipse.org/jgit/
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example, for 14 types of refactorings supported by RefactoringMiner which are reported
in particular string formats, the corresponding provider uses regular expressions to extract
the necessary information. Moreover, since the provider invokes refactoring detection tools
automatically, it might have complete access to the refactoring model of the corresponding
tool, and thus it can simply adapt the tool-specific refactoring model to the RefBenchmark’s
refactoring model. This indicates that the provider could avoid the use of regular expressions.
However, invoking a refactoring detection tool is a costly task (in terms of time and resources),
and thus the regular expressions are useful when the detection results are already available in
an output format.
Constructing the Refactoring Models After the provider extracts the information for each of
the refactoring instances, it represents the results in a unified format, i.e., the refactoring
models. As shown in Figure 15, each of the supported refactoring types by RefBench-
mark is modeled by a designated class. Currently, we have implemented these classes for the
following refactoring types: Extract, Extract-and-Move, Inline, Rename, and Move Method,
Move and Rename Class, Extract Interface and Superclass, Move Attribute, Rename Local
Variable, and a special class for the refactorings which are supported by a subset of tools,
i.e., the NotComparable class. Note that, we have excluded classes related to Pull-Up and
Push-Down Method and Attribute since their structure are similar to the corresponding Move
Method/Attribute refactorings.
In each class, we only store important information that is useful for the comparison. For exam-
ple, for Extract Method refactoring instances, RefBenchmark includes a class that contains
the following properties: the signature of the extracted method (i.e., extractedMethod field),
the signature of the method from which this method is extracted (i.e., sourceMethod), and
the class that the refactoring was applied in (i.e., sourceClass). Currently, RefBenchmark
supports those refactorings detected by at least two of the four aforementioned tools.
Next, RefBenchmark stores all the processed results for each refactoring in a new list. To
keep track of the refactorings that are detected in each software revision, RefBenchmark
stores, for each tool, all the unified refactorings in an instance of a class that represents a
revision, i.e., RevisionResult. As shown in Figure 15, class DetectionTool which stores the
information about the detection tools has a set of instances of the RevisionResult class. This
way, RefBenchmark can differentiate refactorings that are detected in different revisions.
All the steps described above are mandatory only if a specific Provider needs to run a tool.
Apart from this case, there is the scenario where we have the results of a tool and thus we can
load and parse the refactoring and built the required refactoring model. In such case, method
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Figure 15: Class diagram for the Providers in RefBenchmark
detectionToolPopulator() needs to be implemented for populating the results in the class
DetectionTool.
5.1.2 Evaluator
The input to the evaluator is a set of refactoring models that need to be compared for identifying
common refactoring instances. The comparison is done by overriding the methods hashCode() and
equals() in all the subtypes of RefactoringModel. In the equals() method, we compare all the
corresponding fields of the same class instances. As an example, suppose that RefactoringMiner
and RefDiff both detect an Extract Method Refactoring instance in the same revision of a system
under analysis. After unifying their results as two different instances of the ExtractMethod class, our
approach invokes the obj1.equals(obj2) to compare the two objects. If the values corresponding
to the instance variables of the two classes are the same, we consider the two refactoring instances
as identical.
Class BenchmarkHandler (Figure 16) is responsible for creating instances of the class Agreement.
For each refactoring model detected by a tool, an instance of the Agreement class is created and
the tool name is added to the detectionToolsNames instance variable. If another tool detects an
already-detected refactoring, there is no need to create a new instance of class Agreement, only the
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Figure 16: Class diagram for BenchmarkHandler in RefBenchmark
name of the tool will be added to the detectionToolsNames instance variable.
For an instance of the class Agreement (which indeed wraps a refactoring model), if the num-
ber of tools that detect the corresponding refactoring (i.e., the size of detectionToolsNames)
is more than a user-defined threshold, the boolean instance variable isTruePositive is set to
true. Class RevisionRefactoring stores a set of agreements for a specific revision, and the class
BenchmarkHandler maps the commit hash to the RevisionRefactoring, therefore, for each given
revision commit, the refactorings detected and the agreement between the tools can be reported.
5.2 Chapter Summary
We summarize the contributions of RefBenchmark as the following:
• It models 15 popular refactorings, and is easily extendable for other types of refactorings.
• It provides a mechanism to embed other detection tools by extending the Provider class.
• It allows comparing the tools based on configurable settings (e.g., using a threshold for tool
agreement or by loading an existing reference corpus).
• It has been designed with a rich API and can be added as a library to any refactoring detection
tool, so that it can provide the functionality for comparing its results with other refactoring
detection tools.
The next chapter concludes this thesis.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we extended RefactoringMiner to identify the instances of Rename Local Variable
refactorings applied between software revisions. Our approach has been built upon the statement
matching algorithm of RefactoringMiner which, for each statement in the old revision of the
code, identifies the best matching statement in the new revision. When the statements across the
two revisions are not identical, RefactoringMiner attempts to match them by findings a set
of replacements that can make the statements textually similar. We exploit the reported replace-
ments to find the instances of Rename Local Variable refactoring. We provide the necessary rules
for refactoring detection, and discuss the exceptional cases where we need to take further steps
to improve the RefactoringMiner’s identified replacements to accurately detect Rename Local
Variable instances.
We evaluated our approach by conducting a study on two open source software systems, namely
Tomcat and dnsjava. Our approach reported Rename Local Variable instances with precision and
recall of 87.5% and 86.6%, respectively. Moreover, our approach outperformed the state-of-the-art
tool, REPENT, in both precision and recall. It is important to notice that our approach does not
require any pre-defined thresholds, does not require the systems under analysis to be fully built, and
does not depend on any specific IDE, in contrast to all previous approaches.
To automate the construction of a refactoring reference corpus for the purpose of evaluation, we
introduced RefBenchmark that can automate the entire refactoring identification workflow (i.e.,
it can invoke different refactoring detection tools, collect their results, and make a unified model
of the detected refactorings) in order to compute the accuracy measures (i.e., precision and recall)
based on a user-defined tool agreement criterion. RefBenchmark currently supports 15 different
types of refactorings, can analyze the results of multiple state-of-the-art refactoring detection tools
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namely, Ref-Finder [PRSK10, KGLR10], RefDiff [SV17], REPENT [AEP+14], and Refactor-
ingMiner [TME+18], and is easily extensible to more refactoring types and refactoring detection
tools.
There is a lot of room for improvement both for our Rename Local Variable refactoring detection
technique and also for RefBenchmark, which we discuss in the followings.
• Possible improvements on RefactoringMiner to improve the accuracy of our tech-
nique:
– As mentioned before, RefactoringMiner is unable to detect nested method extractions,
and thus, our approach cannot detect the local variables renamed in a long sequence of nested
extracted methods. By mitigating this issue in RefactoringMiner, we can increase the
recall of our approach.
– Another limitation of RefactoringMiner is related to missing renamed methods/types,
and therefore, our technique will miss local variables being renamed inside them. We intend
to improve RefactoringMiner by checking the statements that refer to the renamed types
and methods. For example if method a() is renamed to b(), all its usages should be renamed
too. We can use this knowledge to improve RefactoringMiner to detect renamings more
accurately.
• Identifying instances of other renaming refactorings:
– Rename Parameter and Rename Field refactorings can be potentially detected using a similar
approach to detecting Rename Local Variable refactoring instances. We intend to support
the detection of both refactorings in the future. To achieve this, the detection rules should
be changed. Also, we believe there could be exceptional cases, like the ones that we discussed
in Section 3.2.1 for Rename Local Variable refactoring, that need to be investigated for each
of these refactoring types.
• Expanding the reference corpus:
– In this thesis, we only evaluated our technique using two systems. While the selected case
studies are representative of large systems, and potentially include a wide variety of possi-
ble Rename Local Variable instances, still there might be cases that we have missed. As
mentioned before, the reason we did not use more systems for this thesis is that manual
validation usually requires a lot of effort (several person-months). Thus, we are planning
to extend gradually our reference corpus in the future. This will result to an even more
complete reference corpus that can be used in other studies.
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• Possible improvements on RefBenchmark:
– RefBenchmark uses agreement to form a reference corpus in the current implementation.
In our experiments, we observed several cases for which the validators were not completely
sure about their decision (i.e., whether a case is really an instance of Rename Local Variable
or not) and that’s why there were sometimes extensive discussions among the validators, or
a third validator was asked to give an opinion for a few cases. This can be true for all types
of refactorings. Sometimes, the refactoring edits are interleaved with other maintenance
changes, and the perception of a refactoring can differ from one person to another. We are
going to add a rating feature to RefBenchmark, so that users can assign their confidence
about each instance. Thus, instead of using only agreement, RefBenchmark can use the
validators’ feedback in order to form the reference corpus and sort the instances based on
the confidence of the validators.
– Each refactoring detection tool identifies some types of refactoring more accurately compared
to other types. Giving weight to each type of refactoring identified by different tools is another
improvement that can be done on RefBenchmark. For example, suppose that we observe
the refactoring detection tool A identifies Extract Method refactoring instances much more
reliably than tool B and C. If tool A detects an extract method refactoring, which is not
detected by tools B and C, it is likely that this instance is a False Negative for tools B and
C, and thus can be inserted to the reference corpus.
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